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Flu outbreak forces closure of
Calloway schools for this week

EXPECTING SPECIAL OLYMPIANS — (From left) Dave Kirchner, Kentucky Special Olympics executive director, Lucy Wright,' Calloway County American Red Cross director and Special Olympics
medical chairman,Gayle Wadlington,state meet coordinator,and Max Appel, Kentucky Special Olympics
program director discuss plans for the 1943 Kentucky Special Olympics meet scheduled for June 9-12 on the
campus of Murray State University.

State Special Olympic games
set for June 9-12 in Murray Kentucky State Special Olympics games will, for
the second consecutive year, take place on the campus of Murray State University June 9-12.
Approximately 2.500 participants and leaders
from across Kentucky are expected to arrive on
campus for the activities with participants involved
In competitive events including track and field, swimming, gymnastics, bowling, volleyball and
Frisbee • throwing.
Created by the Joseph P. Kennedy Jr. Foundation, Special Olympics activities contribute to the
physical, social and psychological development of the mentally retarded. Through year-round programs, successful experiences in sports help participants gain confidence and build a positive selfimage of success rather than failure, kcording to
Dave Kerchner, Kentucky Special Olythplcs executive director.
Gayle Wadlington, Region I Special Olympics
director, will be serving as director of the Kentucky
meet. Wadlington said that during state competition,32 Kentucky Special Olympians will qualify for
the International Special Olympics July 12 in Baton •
Rouge. La.
Max Appel, Kentucky Special Olympics program

director, said. "Last year's event was considered
by state wide coordinators the most successful
chapter games in the history of Kentucky Special
Olympics. This year's challenge will be to make the
1983 games even better."
Appel also stated that the success of last year's
event was because of the more than 800 volunteers
from Moi-ray and surrounding communities, who
contributed their time and efforts.
Another highlight of last year's event, according
to Kerchner, Was the presense of Grady Nutt of the
syndicated "His Haw" program. Kerchner added
he was happy that Special Olympians had the opportunity to benefitfrom the sparkling win of Nutt.
but were saddened with Nutt's untimely death.
Wadlington said,
The entire comntunity
becomes involved in this event." Wadlington announced that 21 committee chairpersons have been
appointed to plan activites for the four day event
and serving with the chairpersons will be
volunteers from Murray and surrounding communities.
Any interested individuals or groups may contact
Wadlington at 762-6866 or 753-6622 for information
on volunteer programs.

Social Security plan ready for vote
By CLIFF HAAS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
first votes in Congress on a bipartisan Social Security rescue plan
are at hand as tax-writers piece
together legislation for the full
House to consider next month.
The House Ways and Means

subcommittee on Social Security
began work today on drafting a
measure based on the recommendations of the National Commission on Social Security Reform.
Rep. J.J. Pickle, D-Texas, the
subcommittee chairman, reminded his colleagues that they were
handling "a politically fragile

Special edition of'Ledger'
now available free locally
An unusual 1915 issue of The Murray Ledger has been reprinted
and made available free of charge by Auburn Wells.
The issue, dated April 15, was a special edition printed under the
auspices of the Missionary Society of the Methodist Church of Murray. It features accounts of missionaries,then in the field, and
histories of local churches, as well as the going news of the day.
Wells, who last fall also supervised and funded a reprinting of the
1924 Paducah News Democrat celebrating the opening of Murray
State Normal. began distributing the Ledger reprint Monday. He
said copies will be available at the Bank of Murray and at several
local churches, including the Methodist, Murray Christian, First
Baptist, Memorial Baptist. Disciples of Christ, and the college
Church of Christ.
A total of 1,100 copies were printed.
Wells said the opportunity for the reprinting stemmed from
another reprinting project he was working on. In gathering
brochures for the Murray Institute, dating from 1172, Wells found
that Dr. James Hart possessed not only one of the brochures but an
original copy of the Missionary Society's special 1915 edition.
Dr. Hart agreed to furnish his copy for a reprinting. Some of its
pages were baldly tattered. but Dr. Keith Heim made available a
copy from the files of Murray State.
MU director of printing services Frank Fan made negatives of
the original, and Ledger and Times publisher Walter Apperson did
the printing at cost. Wells said.
Wells credited the above persons for their "tremendous cooperation" in the project. His interest in local history prompted him to
undertake the project as a public service, Wells said.
"I was able to do it, and Just started the wheels rolling," said Wells,
one of ilurray State's early graduates. An outstanding student and
atblelg atthe school, he went on to teach at MSU for many years.
The*lent features stories and ads that should idtarest and amine
imams readers. The front page, for instance, includesia letter from
a IIIIIMIllSoary in Shanghai, Alice G. Waters, and a history of the mi.ionitry society. Inside pages feature histories of local churches by
their pastors.
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package," and added the panel
would "move cautiously, with
deliberate speed."
Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas, who
served on the reform conunission
but rejected its recommendations,
said the commission proposals
were "made under a very compressed period of time under
significant pressure." He added
that the subcommittee should not
feel it is in a "kind of straitjacket"
to follow the commission package
The full Ways and Meatus f'omrnittee will consider the package
next week and a vote in the House
Is expected by March 10.
Meanwhile, the Senate Finance
Committee was continuing its examination of the reform conimission peckage today.
Aides said the House panel first
would receive a review and ex(Continued On Page 2

Jennifer LaBelle
expresses thanks
for community aid
Jennifer LaBelle, a freshman at
Murray High School, has notified
Principal Bill Wells of her appreciation of the local fund set up
for her in her fight against cancer.
The Jennifer Labelle Fund is set
up through the Bank of Murray
and is also being supported by
local businesses, community
groups and various classes at the
high school, according to Wells.
"The support from the community has been tremendous and
Jennifer just wanted up to know
haw much she appreciates the
assistance." he said.
He added that several people
had expressed interest in writing
Jr- while she undergoes
Irimbnow. He reports her address
as being 1400 Henderson.
Telas,77515
14-year-old daughter
of Carol Labelle, told Wells that
she has 12 more weeks of
cheenisliterapy to undergo
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By CHA R1IS HONEY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Schools are
out for the week because of the
outbreak of flu and other
ailments
The board of education closed
the schools Monday night after
hearing that more than 17 percent
of the students were absent Monday. Principals told the board
they had sent home approximately 150 students during the day, in
addition to more than 350 already
out.
School nurse Janet Kirk said she
has been seeing "a vanety of
symptoms" of flu, strep throat.
chicken pox and pinkeye. She added these illnesses_ "are all contagious, and we're seeing all of
them in the s)stem in increasing
numbers ."
From my experience with.the
kids, we're seeing more and more
kids i out , as the days progress.••
Kirk told the'board "I don't think
we've peaked yet I think the problems are still growing
Board members abu) learned a
seventh-grade girl had died Sunday, but Kirk said the hospital
reported the cau.se as undetermined..
Kirk and- the principals said
students were suffering
headaches and fever, sore throats.
vomiting, and were pale and
Lethargic
"It's a strange combination of
bugs," Southwest Principal Ray
Dunn said. Students have been
getting sick "just like that," said
North Principal Jim Feltner.
snapping his lingers. Feltner said
he talked to a student eating
lunch. end "15 minutes later he's
running to the bathroom"

The outbreak of illness began
last week, when neighboring
Graves Count Schools clused on
Thursday and Frida
The
absentee rate in Graves was about
13 percent when the schools closed, and down to about 10 percent
when they reopened Monda).
Superintendent Jack Rose said
Marshall County schools have
•'apparentl) about the Filone
percentage as us, Illsybe higher,"
Rose said

The absentee rate for 'allow
is normally four to five per, cot
Principals reported theii
absentee rates, at da)'s end Milli
day as follows North
t
stui.ens.
out. East. 100 to ltLe, Southwest,
69, middle, school. 112 high
school, approximatell_140
"Parents are not7 necessaril
keeping their kids home. and aresending them -to si hoot in a con
Ligious state," Kirk told the
Continued I hi Page 21

Curriculum changes
approved at meeting
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Wnter
Civics will be taught tic
Callowa!, County seventh-graders
rather than 10th-graders next fall
At the same time, Kentuck
history and world geography will
be pushed from the seventh grade
down to the sixth grade
The school- board approved
those changes Monday night to bring the curriculum into cornpliarwe with new state requirements feir graduation and unconditional college admission
t;uidelines for the latter require a
unit of World etvilization for high
schoolers The addition of that
course pushes civics into junior
high for Calloway Count
students
By its action, the board also officially adopted the new state
board of education policy upping
the graduation requirement from
18 units to 20, including certain
numbers of units for English.

science, math and social studies
The school systent's students arc
meeting most of the retitmeilient
already, officials have said
Social studies teachers .111,1 prin
ctpals told the board that t00% ini
1:11:11's, also N state requirement
down to the seventh grade %quid
be' the best wai, to aci ictimmetatic
the addition of Wiirld
Middle school teachers said the''.
Were agreeable. to teaching i i' ii•
but wondered if the current test
used b) sophomore,
suitable. High S, hoed Priii‘
Jerry
and teacher
NIL said tho think the texts would
be adaptable to se.% enth-gradei s
The changeover will i(cab.
something of la problem fur oecx t
yearss.''.vit
s% t h -graders, w hi.
would normally take Kentuck%
history and world geograpti. and
the ninth-graders whet 4*4411(1• ttedfrually take civics Superintendent
Jack Bose said teachers will ha% e
Continued(hi Page 2e

Functions ofeconomic corporation
to be explained at chamber meeting
The Murray -Calloway
Economic 1)evelopment Corporation proposes to be a vital part in
the. over-all economic development effort of the community A
complete explanation of this lot-al
non-profit corporation history,
operational plans, goals and objectives for the future will be
outlined on March 3 during the
quarterly meeting of the membership of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce.
A basic function of the organization will be to provide financial
assistance for industrial and commercial development A major
emphasis will be on commercial
revitalization, as well as new and
existing industry
Since the formation of the corporation in December 1961. it has
been under the direction of an interim advisory committee composed of Holmes Ellis, Glenn
Doran, -Jim Garrison, Stuart
Poston, Paul Kiesow, Max Hurt,
Walt Appersors, George Weeks,
Joe Dick, Gary Haverstock. and
Marshall Gordon who has served
as chairman. It has been staffed
by Bill Teuton and Steve Zea. Its

major function, while in the formative stages, has been the
overseeing of the former Tappan
property, which it manages
"The Murray -Calloway
Economic Development CorporaLon is simply another tool that we
can use in keeping, as well as attracting new jobs," Gordon said
"It in no way replaces or competes with the Chamber of Commerce, Industrial Foundation or
any other organization The field
of economic development is so
competitive, and with the present
economic condition we need every
tool available to remain a viable
cOMMunity."
All the Specific details of setting
up such an organization have been •
accomplished in its first year of
existence. Things such as by-laws,
non-profit incorporation papers,
budgets and financial system, etc_
are in place and ready to function
A national marketing campaign to
attract a tenant for the Tappan
building is ready for implementation The city of Murray'l
Downtown Revitalization Committee is working on plans that
would call for the involvement of

Butcher sells bank stock,
resigns from positions
KNOXVILLE Tenn, I AP ) -Jake Butcher, whose United
American Bank of Knoxville
crashed last week in the fourthlargest commercial bank failure
in U.S. history, will sell all the
bank stock he owns, a spokesman
saysSpokesman Wendell Potter's
comments Monday came as Butcher resigned the last of his five
bank chairmanships - at United
American of Chattanooga.
The L•xlagt•n (Ky.)
Herald-Leader quoted unnamed
sources Monday as saying Butcher had sold both his Kentucky
banks — In Lexington and
Somerset.
have not talked with Jake
since Friday, but I think if they
confirmed that with good sources
`it is true," Wendell Potter, Butcher's 'spokesman, said o( the
newspaper's report
"I know that Jake intends to moll
all his bank stock and has resigned tram all ins =endive pal-

lions," he said.
Butcher, a two-time Democratic
candidate for governor who arranged much of the financing for
Knoxville's 1902 World's Fair,
made his intentions clear in an interview Saturday with The New
York Times.
"I can't stay in an industry
regulated by people who have
defamed me. I've just got to
change my profession, get out of
banking," Butcher said in the interview, published Monday.
"The only thing for me to do is
go ahead and tell the FDIC that
they have won. I surrender," Butcher said, referring to the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp., which
regulates banks.
Potter said Butcher has not
decided whet business he will concentrate on now. He said Butcher
owns a wholesale oil dealership,
throe farm equipment dealer
ships, large real estate holdings
and a cattle-breeding operation,
Continued On Page 2)

the Murray -Calloweo 1- c
Development Corpeiration
Some of these projects wIll all
for financing The EN' has been
structured so that it ma) qualifs
projects for the new SBA 503 program This prograiii provtdes
funds for ph)NICal iINNetN at an In terest below niark et rates
The organization is open to any
citizen cot, Murra) and Callow a)
County who IN interested -in. the'
economic future of the community A one lime membership fee of
1.50 will be required for partictpalion in this non-profit tit-gam/1i
Lion. Membership applications are
available at the Chamber of Coin
merce or will be available at the
meeting on March 3, whie•ti is open
to the public A t.11111er
IneetIng
1
will be at 6,30 p 111 at tilt SeVell
as Restaurant Prior reserva
lions through the Chamber of
Commerce are required by March
1 for this meeting

mostly cloudy
Tonight mostly cloudy with a
30 percent chance of lingering
rain Lows in the low 40s North
winds 5 to 10 mph Wednesday
becoming mostly sunny Highs
in the mid to upper 50et Northwest winds 5 to 10 mph
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
351 7
Kentucky lake
LA I
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To guarantee border security

U.S. ready to take necessary measures

ANTICIPATION AND ACTION — Calloway County High School cheerleaders (top photo) look on in anticipation as they await their turn in the 4th District Cheerleading Competition held at CCHS Saturday. Murray High School's varsity boys' cheerieading squad (bottom photo) performs before *Igoe at Saturday com. CCHS, MRS,Mayftekl High School and Marshall County High School.
petions Squads in the district are ?min
They were judged on personal appearance and uniform, floor cheers, sideline chants, pompon routines and
sportsmanship and pep Marshall County and Mayfield placed first and second, respectively. in the boys' varsity competition while MRS and Marshall County squads placed first and second in girls' varsity competition.

By MAUREF.24 SANTINI
Amidst's!Preen Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan said today the United
States is reedy to "take all
necessary measures'' to
guarantee the security of Israel's
northern borders if the Israelis
withdraw their forces from
Lebanon.
At the same time, the president
urged Arabs to accept Israel's
right to exist and to let Jordan
negotiate the future of the West
Bank.
Reagan, reviewing his foreign
policy at midterm, made the
statements in a speech to the
American Legion.
Reagan maintained that when
he took office America "had
become an uncertain ally" whose
"strength as a world power according to every index — moral,
political, military, economic —
had deteriorated to such an extent
that the enemies of democracy
and international order felt they

road take advantage at this
weakness."I.
As maniples, be cited the Soviet
Involvement in Angola and
Ethiopia,and the Soviet move into
Afghanistan. "Perhaps the most
degrading symbol of this dismal situation was the spectacle of Iranian terrorists seizing American
hostages and humiliating than
and our country for more than a
year.
"How did all this happen? The
answer is: American had simply
ceased to be a leader in the
world," Reagan said. 'This was
not the exclusive fault of any one
leader or party — and it will take a
truly bipartisan effort to make
Wiwi right again.
In the speech, the president contends past U.S. policy-makers
"had lost touch with changing
world realities," and "ignored our
responsibility to work for constructive change, not simply to try
to preserve the status quo."
He also declared that the

"ultimate Soviet goal in Europe is
to force the MUMS to accommodate themselves to Soviet
Interests an Soviet terms."
On the heels of allegations that
U.S.-Israeli relations have
worsened substantially over the
situation in Lebanon, the president pledged:
"This administration is
prepared to take all necessary
measures to guarantee the security of Israeli's northern border in
the aftermath of the complete
withdrawal of the Israeli army."
He was referring to U.S.-led efforts to get the Israelis and all
other foreign forces out of
Lebanon, which Israel invaded
last summer So far, Israel has
refused to set a timetable for
withdrawal.
Reagan also repeated his call
for Arabs "to accept the reality of
Israel and the reality that peace
and justice are to be gained only
through direct negotiation.

Social security...
(Continued From Page 1)
planation of the reform commission recommendations for higher
payroll taxes,a six-month delay in
cost-of-living increases in
benefits, a levy on some retirees'
benefits and inclusion of new
federal
workers under Social
•
Security.
These elements are expected to
become part of the legislation —
with only technical or cosmetic
changes — since they were part of
the bipartisan package for which
The 13-nation cartel controlled in12 of the 15 reform commission
ternational oil prices in the 1970s
members voted. The plan has the
but has lost some clout since then
backing of President Reagan and
because of intern rivalries and a
smaller market.
To be competit'Ive. Industry
analysis say, the Organization of
(Continued From Page ii
Petroleum Exporting Countries
Chattanooga bank directors apmust drop its pneeef $34 a barrel.
pointed director James Berry,
The 13-nation cartel controlled inpresident of Republic Parking
ternational oil prices in the 1970s Systems, to succeed Butcher as
but has lost some clout since then
chairman. In a prepared statebecause of internal nvalries arid a
ment, Berry said he was "working
smaller market. '
toward the return of local owner'Nigeria was the first OPEC/ ship" of.the bank.
member to break ranks when oil
Potter said Butcher was
Sunday it lowered its pne.:
negotiating to sell the more than
W percent of the Chattanooga
- bank's stock he owns.
The Lexingten Herald-Leader
said Tracy Fanner, a Cynthiana
banker and former Democratic
Party chairman in Kentucky,
bought Butcher's interest in the
Lexington bank.
"I know Jake had talked with
Tracy Farrnerabout it, but I don't
know if an agreement was reached," Potter said.
Farmer, who owns the National
Bank of Cynthiana and several
restaurants and shopping centers,
declined to comment.
The newspaper said Butcher
had sold his interest in the
Somerset bank, but did not give
any details.
Alton Blakley, the Somerset
bank's new chairman, could not
be reached for comment Monday.
But Sunday night he said, "to my
knowledge it hasn't been sold."
Only hours after the Knoxville
bank was declared insolvent Feb.
11, Lexington directors ousted
Butcher as chief executive. Butcher later resigned his title of
chairman, Potter said.
Somerset directors accepted
Butcher's resignation as chairman Friday.

Oil ministers discuss price reductions
RIYADH, Saudi Arabia Al'
oPEC oil ministers from four Persuiri Gulf countries not privately
today to consider matching or
undervutting price reductions by
three other nations trying to beat
an international oil glut
A Saudi newspaper reported the
- Arab oil producers planned to
slash their prices by as much as $7
a barrel.
Ttxlay's mart-gritty meettne
was supposed to include all stx
nit-tubers of the Saudi-led Gulf
Cooperation Council states, according to a yamicil announcement liut only oil ministers of

Saudi Alkirtna.1K-uwait. the United
Arab Emirates and Qatar attended. Bahrain and Oman,which are
not OPEC IfleflibeTS did not show
up
The absences sparked predictions of an immediate price cut
Such a move could ignite n u
worldwide price war, lowering
gas prices•for Amt-roan motorists
but making it harder for Third
World Oil-producers to repay their
foRrign debts.
To be ciatipetitive, industry
analysts say: the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries
must drop its price of $34 a barrel

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
Jr.,D-Mass.
The first votes, not expected
before this afternoon, were expected to be on whether to extend
coverage to new federal workers.
Organisations representing active and retired federal employees
have claimed that bringing new
government workers into Social
Security will bankrupt civil service retirement plans.
However, the most explosive
Issues facing the tax writers are
likely to be items not included in
the consensus plan backed by

Reagan and O'Neill.
These include whether to raise
the retirement from fib to 1111. and
whether to adopt a "fail-safe"
mechanism to guard against any
severe economic downturn that
could threaten the solvency of
Social Security through the
decade.
The House panel is beginning
work armed with revised government figures showing the reform
commission package is smaller
than first estimated and Social
Security's long-term deficit is
larger than previously thought.

Butcher...
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STATLER BROTHERS RETURNING TO MURRAY — The Student Activities Office of Murray State University today announced
the upcomming return performance of the country quartet, the
Stigler Brothers Two years ago, the Statlor Brothers attracted the
largest crowd ever at any concert bald in Racer Arena. The concert
Is again planned to take place in Racer Arena at p.m. Friday,
March 31. Tickets wil be priced at $11.50 and 9.50 and will go an sale
Monday at the following locations: World of Sound and the University Canter at Murray State; Mr. J's, Banco; Music Plus Records,
Mayfield; Sun Records, Paducah; Leach's, Paris; U.T. Martin
University Center; Jim Alexander Insurance, McKenzie; and the
Clothe. Use.Fulton.

Calloway schoolloard...
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(Continued From Page 1)
to "concentrate on civics in the
seventh grade, but also try to inject some Kentucky history and
geography." Those who would
normally take civics in the 10th
grade may be accommodated in
th same way, or civics could be
temporarily retained at the high
school level, depending on the
school board's will, Rose said.
In other action, the board
authorized Rose and school
district attorney Don Jones to

( Pictures )

ALL SALE PRICED
SAVE UP TO 50% NOW!!!

MURRAY, KY.
753 4834
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Flu...
(Continued From Page 1)
board, which shortly thereafter
voted to close the doors She said it
has appeared to take about a week
for illnesses to run their coining
Parents should contact their
family doctors if their children
&Riley symptoms of these Obsess.,Kirk recommended.
Became al the flu epidemic at
Calloway County High, the
Calloway Chamber Singers'charity basketball game with the WSJP
radio station team will be cancelled Saturday *At Advance
tickets already perdhseed for the
event wlil be hneggild at the gate
whenever the pm is reschedul-

"make a firm suggestion" to the
If the two school boards can
Murray Independent system agree on how to disburse the
regarding disposition of utility tax funds, she added, all the money
money.
collected since litigation began
The allocation of utility taxes is last spring should be refunded and
currently in question, following a divided up according to the
Circuit Court ruling in Murray's agreed-upon plan.
favor. Calloway has asked the
Following a closed session, the
state Supreme Court to consider Calloway board authorized atthe case.
torney Don Jones and Rose to
Since litigation_ bean last spr- firmly suggest 30 percent of the
ing, four utilliWtrithin the city tax be put in escrow, 30 percent
district's boundaries have been allocated to Murray, and 40 perputting their taxes _into a court cent to Calloway. That would
escrow. The remainder has been essentially put the 30 percent
distributed to the two systems ac- under contention in escrow phis
cording to average daily atten- "an additional 10 percent al ears,"
dance,the traditional formula.
Rose mid.
However, neither district has
U that scheme is not acceptable
received any utility tales since • to Murray, Rose and Jones should
December circuit court hearing. ask that all the utility tax
Following that bearing and generated since litigation began
Lassiter's subeequent ruling, be put in escrow,the board voted.
Murray attorney Don Overbey
Utility taxes from the entire
directed the Murray treasurer not county ie_pest years_lowe been
to &Morse any further funds until divided between the school
the court decides bow they should systems according to their
be disposed.
average daily attendance. That
The tax is collected esobi altergave more funds to
nating dbasis by the ilisiray and Calloway by about a two-to-one
Calloway school treesnictra. Mur- ratio. Murray, citing changes in
ray Finance Meer Sheila Shaw state law, last spring moved to insaid all utility tastes since dependently levy a tax on the
December have neither been utilities within its boundaries.
diabursed DOC put MO the court's Calloway sued to preyed the acescrow, but are being held in the tion. saying the systems were
utility tee account pending a court bound by law to jointly levy the
deckdon on how to onus it
tax.

fait
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garrotes galley

Burger's new court

•

Murray Ledger & Times

Twraday. February 22 1983

Chief Justice Warren Burger seized the opportunity during his speech before the American
Bar Association recently to complain again of the
caseload being carried by the "overwhelmed. overworked- Supreme Court. He recommends a sort of
sub-Supreme Court for a five-year experiment.
Burger would have the new court, with judges
drawn from 13 federal circuit courts, resolve issues
In which two or more lower appellate mute have
handed down conflicting interpretation's involving
the same points of law. He estimates that this would
relieve the Supreme Court of at least one-third of its
current decision docket.
Superficially, this makes sense as a way to deal
with the staggering burden of 5,000 cases annually,
compared with 1.500 cases 30 years ago. But
Burger's plan actually is a rehash olbthe new National Court of Appeals suggested some years ago
by the Advisory Council for Appelate Justice. It too
would have been interposed between the Supreme
Court and 13 existing federal circuit courts of appeal.
That plan foundered from the first because too
many influential elements in Washington and in the
legal profession shared the doubts of the late
Associate Justice William 0. Douglas, who denounced the new appellate layer at the time as a
"court-packing" scheme that would hinder rather
than help the federal court system.
In an important speech last August, U.S. Attorney
General William French Smith warned that a new
speUate court level would "...diminish the prestige
of the existing courts of appeal." It would, he said,
"increase the burden on the Supreme Court And
create more litigation."
Weagree.
In fulfillment of Parkinson's First Law on
bureaucracy, the caseloads would expand proportionately to overrun the new appellate court calendar. Besides, losing litigants in the new court would
stillappeal to the Supreme Court. Nothing would be
gained.
As we stressed earlier in opposing a new National
Court of Appeals, a reform readily at hand would
take tare of a large portion of the caseload problem, which arises mostly from state Supreme
Court decisions filed mostly by criminals convicted
in sate courts. The remedy, which the Chief Justice
himself is urging, would simply limit the power of
federal judges to set aside state court criminal convictions except in instances of manifest miscarriages of Justice.
Doing away with such jurisdiction, now mandatory, would free the Supreme Court to be what
the founding fathers intended, namely the last
resort interpreter and defender of constitutional
rights. AS Ills, the justices are mired down,setting
national policy on legal and sociological questions,
and even legislating new law. The U.S. Supreme
Court has permitted itself to be trivialized in an increasingly litigious society.

by m.c. garrott

An 'Old time farming day'come April 30
wileshow how it used to be on the farm
Joe Hopkins, who lives about four
miles north of Murray just off 641.
has come up with a novel idea.
Joe is one of the few Calloway
County farmers who still has horseor-mule drawn farm implements
around his place He also has several
Belgium draft horses
He long has felt that there should
be a day set aside in the spring and
another in the fall on which he and
others like him can work their
animals to some of the field equipment of yesteryear just as the antique car buffs and the Kentucky long
rifle fellows get together to show off
their cars and shoot their guns.
So, Joe has planned what he calls
art "Old Time Farming Day" for
Saturday. April 30, on his farm out in
Almo Heights. It's located on what is
known as the old Murray-Wadesboro
Watershed Road.
There are some 20 or so other
Calloway County farmers with
horses or Mules and
workable farm IMplements like those
used in the early part of the century
And Joe is Inviting them to bring
their horses, mules. equipment and
single trees to his place for a day of
plowing, discing and sirillIng corn on
a 10-acre field with horsepower just
'like our forefathers farmed.
If they want, they can use some of
the equipment he already has on his
place and which he keeps in tiptop
operating. condition. _These include
two two-horse corn drills, three
riding plows, one two-horse disc and
two two-horse walking plows.
There will be no charge to anyone.
Joe emphasizes, quickly adding.
"and there won't be any wages paid
either. It'll all be just in fun."
There will be free wagon rides

around the place for anyone who
wishes to
one, and sandwiches
and dnnks will be provided free for
the participating teamsters and their
families. Others may buy them
In case of rain or ground too wet to
plow. Joe has suggested that the
farmers bring their -trading horses
or Mules" and they"Il Just have a
trade day instead
So. • you farmers with farming
horses or mules and who still enjoy
watching them work to some of the
old-time farm equipment, you intglit
circle that date April 30 on your
calendar right now so you won't
forget it. since it is quite a ways down
the pike
But it sounds like fun, and. just for
old time's sake. I'm circling that date
on my calendar, too
• • •
.have many warm and pleasant
memories of my. childhood while
spending my summers.in the 1920s
with my aunt and uncle on their farm
just this side of Hoplimsville on what
we knew as the Julian Road.
Every time I see one of those big
massive tractors pulling a maze of
breaking plows 30 or. 30 feet wide
around a field almost'faster than a
fellow can run, I fan't help but think
of how I used to sit on top of a
gatepost and watch my uncle wrestle
a big beaking plow behind four of his
mules around. and around that 20acre field down by the road, one furrow at a time
He would be out there at the crack
of dawn and he stayed ngbt with it
until almost dark. Then he and the
two or three hands he had helping
him would come to the stable, feed
and put up the mule and then have-to
hand milk 15 or 20 cows -

ne% Cr had supper until uell
t•ultivator while he plowed his corn.
after dark. there at a small table
again, if my memory serves nit' curnear the window of that big. hiuno
rectl . one rose
time It could
kitchen and %id tly lit by it coal oil
have been two
lamp 1 didn't actually have a chair
About 11 30 in the. morning. my
My favorite seat at the table was on
aunt would let me ring the big farm
one of the steps of the back stairway .
bell they hail mounted way up on the
leading to the upstairs. put tn years
trunk of an old tree near the kitchen
ago when the house was built for ser- porch You could heiir it clear to the.
vants to use
far corners eel the. 400-aCre place:and
• • •
it wasn't long before here they'd
After supper. my uncle and I would
come my Uncle and the hands who
go out on the front porch where I
were working at the time
each
would listen to sounds qf a farmyard
rocking back anti forth on a mule, a
night and to sonte of his interesting ,.leg hooked lever the banes and sittmg
stories
sort of side-straddle
until. unstandably he
would doze off Then my aunt would
A few minutes before 1 o'clock. my
-join us for a while-. Then, once my Ununcle, having had a short nap would
give a quick tug on the old bell's rope
cle had taken his bath. generally out
on the back porch near the cistern, to rouse out the hands. and in a .few
we would retire for the night
minutes off they'd go down the lane
No one had so much as thought.of
back to the fields riding along_ just_ as
air conditioning m those days and
they had come in. They'd be out there
almost tee dark
electricity on the farm WI'S little
We didn't have. tee ring the leen foe
more than a dream. but I don't recall
them to collie in at the end of the da)
any nights being unbearable because
They- kne +4 when to Olt. and the
of the heatThen a
- hiayS scented- ti
mules. knowing they soon would be
be a. cool breeze flowing through
-free of their harness, could enjoy a
those big bedroom windows
tepee roll in the dust of the barn lot and
By the time I would waike up the
next morning. my uncle would bea trough full of field corn. stepped
long gone at first light- with a big
right along coming in Sometimes.
the hands would be singing. and you
breakfast under his belt anti back to
would have to- have heard that to
wrestling that plow. around and
around that 'field, one furrow - at a
preciate it
Joe Hopkins. darn you' See' a bat
tune I often wonder what he would
think if he could See the %v:e -the%
you have caused Me to elo WIttO our
letter al•otit S our I /Id Time Farming
break that same'field todis
a line est
within minute's
_reinembecing.all those good old
• • •
a
.
days
But. on second thought. I e.()mkt' d
spent some time with no.
my uncle would call them '• good, eel,'
'uncle when he Was in the fieldswalking along in the nest row while
days- if he could see how they do Ow
%alio. jobs today It's cood. t1 nigh, to
he wormed his tobacco or dusted it
with arsenic of lead in a cloth bag.or
rettletilLicr
riding up in front of bun on the
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By TOM RAUM
IA'ASIIINGTON
l'he scur
tying sounds in the new Hart Senate
Office • Building aren't just of
'senators- scrambling tee a vote, but
from other e.reatures that intLibit the
new $137 millicen Ai-Octant*
oors
with four legs and beady e)es %1 lee'
As senators moved into the new
marble building, they found their
spacious, high-ceilinged offices
already %ell ex -coined by the rodents
The linweleolne roommates Joined
a growing list of complaints
regtsterts1 by senators finding the
Hart building not quite as plush as
billed
Mousetraps soon joined the usual
complement of office equipment
throughout the building
Workers in the office of Sen Henry
Jackson,1)-Wash were having little
luck with their traps and tired el
complatning to the building
superintendent So they tried a tunetested means of coping with the pro
blem A cat.
•• We had the cat for about a week
We haven't Seen a Moose since:* said
Itlek Cocker, a Jackson aide..

Call for action
Anyone who still doubts the need for decisive action against massive federal deficits ought to read a
new Congressional Budget Office report.
Alice M. Rivlin, the respected CB0 founding
director who recently resigned, warns that failure
to reduce the deficits will block economic recovery
as well as limit "future standards of living and
American competitiveness in the world economy."
Can anyone doubt Riilin's call for quick action by
Congress to end the alarming deficits protected to
grow from $194 billion this year to $387 billion by
1988? Incredibly, government borrowing by 1988
would increase to an unacceptable 50 percent of the
gross national product.
What this means is that the tiny share of credit
left for private investment would leave American
businessmen too weakened to compete in the international marketplace.
Moreover, the intense competition for credit
would undoubtedly drive interest rates back up
again, discouraging businesses from making the
capital investments required for continued
economic recovery.
If we are to avert disaster, painful political decisions will have to be made. "Marginal tinkering
with the budget cannot yield adequate savings,"
warns Rivlin in her report to Congress.
Our difficult alternatives lie either in increasing
taxes or cutting appropriations, or a combination of
both. Tax increases discourage the work effort and
private investment. Cutting spending alienates
numerous voters benefiting from entitlement programs u well as endangering such necessary programs as national defense.
Those choices, however, will have to be made and
soon. The ever-widening chasm between government receipts and expenditures now pose an intolerable national periol.

35t Up... that's 6%... Could you fill out this IRS withholding tax
credit form, and come back in 6 months in case I get audited?"
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Ten years ago
professor of chemistry. His wife, AnHelen Reddy and Mac Davis will
nette, who received her master's
appear in concert at Murray State
from Duke University, Joined theUniversity Auditorium on Feb. 35.
same department as an assistant
This will be sponsored by the Student
professor last fall.
Government.
ea
'
Cub Scout Pock 45 of Austin School
Deaths reported include Mrs
will have its blue and gold banquet at
Marne F. Dufrain. U.
Southside Restaurant on Feb. ZS, acMrs. Ella Morris celebrated her
cording to James D. Clopton, CubNth birthday on Feb.1,
master.
John Michael Rayburn, son of Mr
Mrs. Alfred Lindsey presented a
and Mrs. Waylon Rayburn of Murprogram on "A Stop In Time" at
ray,‘ has been named senior admeeting of the Woman's AsisociatiOn
ministrative resident at Methodist
of College Presl*,terian Church at
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn His wife,
home of Mrs. William Nash.
the former Gayle Douglass,is the son
Thirty years ago
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Douglass of
T.O. Turner has been named chairMurray.
man of the l953 Easter Seal CamKen Barber, juvenile probation ofpaign in Calloway County. This is his
ficer for CaUoway County,spoke at a
311th year to serve in this endeavor.
meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club
Deaths reported include Don
on Feb. 16. He was introduced by
Howell,111. and WW Thomasson,80.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore.
Independence Methodist Church of
?Indy years ago
Maio vicinity has enrolled in the first
Elmer Marshall. le, was killed
Town and Country Church DevelopFeb. 30 in an accidental dynamite ment Program,sponsored by Emory
blast.
University, according to the pastor,
Kim Ed Pennington, pianist, the Rev. Robert E. Farkas. Boyd
Calloway County High School, was Bhaell is chairman of Use church profirst place winner in the Egyptian 'gram. Other church committee
Music Camp Tryouts, sponsored by
members are Leon Duncan:Ike Bell,
Music Department of Murray Clarence Coy, Royal Parker, Paul
Woman's Club. Beverly Geode. Bertram, Stanford Schroeder and
pianist. Murray High &bad,was se- Pete Clark.
cond piece winner.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed the
Marshall Gordon,gregivate of Mur- book, The Gown of Glory by Agnes
ray State College, who received his Turnbull, at meeting of the Home
Muter's degree from Vanderbilt Department of the Murray Woman's
Unifirenity. haa POW the chemistry Club. She was introduced by Mrs.
dissilmult sfille as ss simistse LL Robbins.

Mrs. William Major and daughter.
Ellen. of Pittsburgh. Pa have been
the guests of her mother. Mrs
Wallace McF:Irath

thoughts in season
by Kevin Wolf
The rock group "Kansas" has
reminded us that "All We Are Is Dust
In the Wind." What Could the lyrielst
be getting at" Could he be talking
about the nation's economy snd the
constant increase in inflation' Or
could he be referring to the constant
manufacturing and showing off of the
nation's nuclear weapons'
We should think very seriously
about this situation. The combined
power of the United States and
Russia alone could devastate the
world three times over. Do we need
more nuclear weapons on this earth'
If a nuclear war does occur, we will
all truly be "Dust in the Wind."
Plans currently areunderway for a
second printing of Ken • Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the authoee columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger 18 Times. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanling to order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
one of the following people: Marti Erwin; Irma LkFollette, Seism Hart,
Ali& Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey, Alice Milton, Gerry
Reed, David Roos, Max Hurt. Betty
Lowry or Ken Wolf.
•

Sen Bob Dole. R-K an . has (law
plained that the acustics in his Hari
office are great for eavesdroppers
Dole said he has trouble hearing
people talking to tom a few feet away
in his private office while everyone
outside the door in his reception area
can apparently hear every word of
the conversation.
Some elevators in the new building
never work and others have a reputation for getting stuck
And the roof leaks. During a rec -ent
heavy snowstorm, a large puddle of
water accumulated ten the marble
floor of the vast atrium
Meanwhile, two 6-by -6-foot panes
of thick tempered glass on the interiora facing the atrium, have cracked, apparently because of stress
"We are conducting an investigation to determine why the gl.as
cracked." said Elliott Carroll, executive assistant in the Capitol Architect's office.
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Guild event Thursday

Coming events ofcommunity listed

Patients dismissed
Local persons dismissed from Paducah hospitals
include Judy Rickman of Murray from Western
Baptist Hospital and Gratis Wrather of Kirksey
from Lourdes Hospital

The members of the Murray Art Gtillfl will present a critique by Dr. Richard Jackson an Thursday. Feb. 24, at 6.30 p.m. at the guild, located at 103
North Sixth St.
Guild officials also remind all persons involved in
the Pillow Making Contest that the time for submitting their entries is drawing near.

Kenneth R. Rodgers II born
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ray Rodgers, 411 Hooper
St.. Paris, Tenn.. are the parents of a son, Kenneth
Ray II. weighing nine pounds 13 ounces, born
Thursday, Feb. 17. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The trwther is the former Teresa Dunlap.

NARFE chapter will meet
The Kentucky lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal Employees will meet Fnday. Feb. 25, at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library Phillip Tibbs. guest speaker, will
discuss •'Income. Tax." All retired federal
employees are invited to attend, a spokesman said.

Memorial plans study
The Eva Wall Mission Group of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet Thursday. Feb. 24, at 1 p.m. at the
church. At 2 p.m. the ftev. Terry Sills, missionary
for Blood River Baptist Association, will review the
home mission book, Sodbueter. by Phyllis Thompson. All men and women are invited to hear the
book study at the church

Tennis ploy Thursday

(;roup B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Feb. 24, from 9.30 to 11.30 a.m
at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
8.45 a m at borne of Marilyn Adkins to go to
K enlake
Substitutes will be Agnes Payne, Cath)i-14.attik
and Cecelia Brock. The lineup is as follows. Court""'-m.
The home rruasion study of the book. Sodbuster.
One Vickie Baker, Gayle Foster, Vicki Miller and
by Phyllis Thompson will be taught by the Rev
Marilyn Adkins; Court Two -- Janice Howe. Norma
(;T. Moody. associate minister of First Baptist
Frank, Becky Wilson and Laura Miller.
Church. on Wednesday. Feb 23. at 6:45 p.m. at the
church The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesman said
A church league softball meeting will be Thursday. Feb 24. at 7 p.m - at the Westside Baptist
Church, North 15th Street. Any church interested in
death syndrome) Support Group
the program is asked to have a representative prewill meet Thursday. Feb. 24, at 7:30 p.m. .at
sent at the meeting or call Harold Bynum at 436Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and
2735
Olive Streets. This is for any parent who has lost a
child or young adult through sudden death, accident
or natural death.
The group is composed of parents who have lost
children and want to share their feelings with`other
parents in the same group. according to Lillian
Robertson. licensed practical nurse with the
department For information persons may call the
center at 753-3381

Mission study planned

Softball meeting planned

SIDS group will meet
sips 'sudden

a'

Persons dismissed
local persons recently dismissed from Paducah
hospitals were Thomas Parker, Eddie Stone and
ovin Fulton from Western Baptist Hospital: Jack
Norsworthy from Lourdes Hospital.
•••

TOMMY.reb.22
Wednesday,Feb.23
Tuesday.Feb. 22
Thursday,Feb.34
Prayer Seminar will be
Activities at First. The public is invited.
Murgay Lions Club is
10 a.m. and Bible Con- Presbyterian Church will
'scheduled to meet at 1:30
p.m. at Murray Woman's ference at 7 p.m. at First Include choir practice at
Eva Wall Mission
United Methodist Church p.m. and youth group at Group of Memorial BapClub House.
6:30p.m.
tist Church will meet at 1
Mothers Mottling Out
Tau Phi Lambda
p.m. at church with a
Sorority of Woodmen of will be at 9 a.m. at First
Free income tax mission study by the Rev
World is scheduled to United Methodist Church. assistance by volunteers Terry Sills to be at 2 p.m
meet at 7 p.m. at WOW
of Beta Alpha PSI ac- with the public invited.
Annual Research Even- counting fraternity will
hall.
Ing of Sigma Theta Tau be from noon to 4 p.m. in
Parents Anonymous
Colts and Fillies 4-H national honoary nursing Murray State University will meet at 6:30 p.m. For
Horse Club will meet at 7 society will be from 7 tot VITA Center.
Information call 759-1017
p.m. at Murray State p.m. in Mason Hall. Muror 753-6089.
ray State University.
Lenten service will be
University Horse Barn.
at 7 p.m. at St. Leo's
Mothers Day Out will
The Juilliard Quartet, Catholic Church.
Murray Star Chapter
be at 9 a.m. at First BapXo. 433 Order of the sponsored by Murray
Enquirers Class will tist Church.
Eastern Star will have a Civic Music Association,
start at 5:30 p.m. at St.
banquet at 6 p.m. at Col- will perform at 1 p.m. in
John's Episcopal Church.
Mothers Morning Out
onial House Lovett Auditorium, MurA
soup
and
bread
dinner
will
be at 6:30 1.m. at
ray
State
University.
Smorgasbord. An iftspecwill
be
Shepherd United
provided.
Good
will
chapter
the
Lion of
Cub Scout Pack 57
Church.
Methodist
follow.
Committee will meet at 7
Thursday,Feb.24
_
Front Porch Swing will
Alcoholics Anonymous p.m. at First United
Chapter 50 of Disabled
meet at 7 p.m. at First American Veterans and
will meet at $ p.m. at Methodist Church.
Christian Church.
westen portion of
Auxiliary will meet at 7
Humane Society of
Livestock and Exposition
p.m. at Legion Hall.
Calloway County' will
Golden Age Club will
Center.
meet M 6:30 p.m. at meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Senior citizens acMurray TOPS i take off Calloway Public Library. First United Methodist tivities will be from 10
Church.
pounds sensibly) Club
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Wednesday,Feb.23
will meet at 7 p.m. at
and Douglas Centers and
Mark Jarman, assisDrop In Informal Con- from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
Health Center.
tant professor of English cert will be from 12:30 to Ellis Center.
Singles Class will meet at Murray State Universi- 1:15 p.m. it Pogue
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and ty, will read his poetry at Library, Murray State
7:30 p.m. in Barkley Lec- University.
Church league softball
Poplar Church of Christ.
ture Room at MS Univermeeting will be at 7 p.m.
Bethel Baptist Bible sity Center.
- Zeta Department of at Westside Baptist
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club Church. Any interested
home of David and
Home mission study will meet at 7 p.m. at the church may send a
Aleshia Cunningham, Ut- will be at 6:45 p.m. at club house.
representative or call
terback Road.
First Baptist Church.
Harold Bynum, 436-2735,
SIDS (sudden death for information.
Murray Duplicate
Hazel and Douglas syndrome) Support
Bridge Club will meet at 7 Centers will be open from
Group will meet at 7:30
"Who's Afraid of
p.m. at Gleason Hall. For 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acp.m.
at
Health
Center,
Virginia
Woolf?" will be
information call 489-2244 tivities by senior citizens.
North Seventh, and Olive presented at 8 p.m. py
or 7534345.
Streets. For 'Information Department of Speech
Reservations for chili
and Theatre at Murray
Film, 'The Can- supper and ball game of call 753-3361.
State University Theatre.
didate," will be shown March 4 by Murray State
Critique
by
Dr.
Richard
Admission by season
7:30
at
charge
of
free
University Women's
p.m. in auditorium of Society should be made Jackson will be at 6:30 ticket of 13 for adults and
p.m. at Murray- Art $1.50 for children and
Murray State University by today.
Guild, 103 North Sixth St. senior citizens.
Center.

Hospital lists dismissals
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SALE ENDS
THURSDAY 5 P.M.
LAD S LASSIE
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LAST CHANCE!
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PUBLIC NOTICE
*ed.
4„
t•A"vis.1982 FACTORY CLOSE OUTS rho.-.opt
01)

Saes*law bray
(
' 1 I cling
min 1)11111 po0).

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, Feb.
18, was 145 adults and
eight in nursery.
A newborn admission
was as follows:
Cindy Wood and baby
boy, Rt. 3, Benton.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Bradley D. Johnson,
Rt. 11; Kittle L Lovett, Rt.
4, Benton; Louise Farris,
Rt. 7, Mayfield; Dennis
Corwin, 1706 Ryan; Barbara J. Hutson, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Burtis E.
Edwards,743 Nash Dr.;

INTRODUCING

ecIA
.

IVkDONALD'SbNEW BUTTERMILK

ONE TIME ONLY

CONDUCTED BY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS

AT EAGLE INN 517 SOUTH 12TH MURRAY,KY
Wed. Feb. 23rd
10-7
Thurs. Feb. 24th
10-6
Special
TWIN
or
FULL

2 DAYS ONLY

CRUSE

If you want to be successful in cooking cheese,
use low to medium heel
Cheese is a protein food
and like other protein
foods, it will become
toughened or stringy
when cooked at too high a
temperature.

QUEEN
$49"
EA. PIECE

$2000

Off FACTORY TRUCKS

v.. tech Piece

EVERYTHING

Come Early
For Good
Selection

WHILE THEY LAST!!

MUST GO

All nierchendise *!wend INVe. Nene used, none soiled. Still in origin& factory peckeging. Not to be
contused with betiding beionging is the motel in which this sole is conducted.

DISCONTINUED 1982 PATTERNS

ALL TYPES ALL SIZES

MOST BELOW COST

MATTRESS &
Mester Cord
Viso

Terms Cosh
or

Personal
Check

FOUNDATION

1ST QUALITT INNERSPRING
EXTRA FIRM BALANCED
ORTHOPEDICSUPPORT '
MATTRESS &
3"
FOUNDATIONS
Call
NO
S135,00SET
Tads

mouvwcoo$io MIAS
'WIN &FULL
"Mr
OMEN
"22"
KIQ
625"
— lbssiara Iffebianse —
Pt

Eula Waters, 303 South
Sixth St-.; Lloyd E.
Lawrence, Rt. 2, Wingo;
Lola Sherrill, 403 Cherry
St.; Georgia W. McClure,
New Concord; Helene
Keith, 1502 Main St., Benton; Rachel J. Broach,
Rt. 1, Puryear,Tenn.;
Lucille M. Long, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Lee W.
Lassiter, 506 Vine St.;
Pamella P. Burill, 1512
London Dr.; William C.
Malcolm, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Steven
Graves, Hester Hall;
Nola Jetton, Rt. 1,
Mayfield; J.D. Geurin,
Rt. 5;
Yohan Tanum, 103Riviera Ct.; Ethel Collie,
Rt. 2; Roy 0. Hatton, 402
North Seventh St.; Alba
Williams, Rt. 1, Alma;
Rase Z. Young, Rt. 1,
New Concord; Carolyn
M.Thompson,Rt. 1;
Elizabeth U. Conley,
Rt. 3; Sue K. Britt, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Paul N.
Reed, Box 106; Glenda K.
Essex, Shady Oaks;
Myron Yankee', 502 Vine
St.; Robbie ICnipp, Ben
1063.

Sig breakfast
sandwiches.
Iwo delicious new McDonakribreakfasts—a big big
sausage biscuit, and -a big big satisage biscuit with egg.
lloth'made'film good;-ncri metverdllrandflNed- lean. sizzling country sausage. And one's even fleri with
a whole fresh Grade-A Large awl
Pull into 114cDonalet for your big big biscuit if you
missed it this morning, don't miss It tomorrow,
Aierbadafr

11111IjakNE

753-55411
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Simmons-Gingles vows said at the Woman's Club House
The wedding .01 Mimi
Named Simmons and
Johnny Gingles was
solemnized in a winter
ceremony at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Parents of the couple
are Mr and Mrs. Archie
C. StinvionA and Mr and
Mrs. Rob Gingles. all of
Murray
Dr
Bill Whittaker.
former pastor of First
Baptist Church. Murray,
performed the ceremony
at 430 p m on Sunday,
Deem.
A program of piano
music was presented by
Richard Jones
The
bride's brothers-in-law.
Jack Crook of Nashville.
Tenn., and Bobby Reeder
of Fort Lauderdale. Ha ,
sang "Eternal Life" and
'The Wedding Song '• At
the close of the ceremony
.Mr Re:eder sang
The
Lord's Prayer
The vows were es:
changed before an altar
of magnolia leaves entwined with white palms
Interspersed among the
leaves were brass
candlesticks With red
candles
Brass tree
candelabra we're used on
either side of the altar
The hearth was filled
with greenery
Bride's dress
The bride was.escort's'
by her father and given in
marriage by her parents
She wore a gown of
white winter satin and
wedgewood lace Designed in the %Rieman manner. the bodice featured a
wedding bawl collar, long
full sheer sleeve's and a
sheer y oke of embroidered lace A bow of

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Gingles

bridal satin defined the
waistline atop the full
skirt and attached chapel
train
The bride completed
her bridal ensemble with
a wreath of white silk
-trtossism9- Item
flowed a fingertip veil of
illusion
She carried a bouquet
of red and white baby
roses and baby 's breath.
centered With an orchid
Mrs Celia S Reeder of
Fort I auderdale, Fla .
sister of the bride, was
matroil of honor
The bridesmaids were
Mrs Kathy S Crook of
!Swills:11e, Tenn , also a
sister ,if the bride, Mrs
Mar, la Simmons,
Marion, Ill, sister-in-law
of the bride. Mrs Dianne
Buckingham of Murray.
Miss Mel I!lila Johnson of
()wens!).iro and Miss Beth
Harper fl.exington
.1.;ach attendant wore a
formal cuin of violet
nueracame designed with
a slight hi-rise • bodice
featuring a vie torian styled
kline
The
waistline- was defined
with a hing sash tied in
the front with a loose flip
bow The-easy a-line-skirt
was unadin-ned
A double long stemmed
.silk white rose decorated
with greenery and baby's
breath was carried by'
earls attendant
The groom
Rob Congles, father of
the groin!). served, as best
man
Gros)
were
Steve. Simmons
of
Marion, 111 . brother of
the bride. Jimmy
Gingles, brother zif the

groom. David Buckingham and Harry Patterson, all of Murray. and
Jim Pickens of
I Amiss:Ole
For
her daughter's
Wedding
Mrs Simmons
wore a formal gown of
cotillion blue The mandarin neckline was beaded as were the narrow
cuffs on the long full
sleeves A softly gathered
&retie skirt was wrapped at the waistline with
a long bias sash.
Mrs Gingles. mother cif
the groom, wore a formal
gown of champagne beige
crepe &chine with a tucked cross over bodice and
full sheer sleeve!: A gold
mylar tied sash caught
the natural waist above
the softly gathered! skirt
Ea
mother
presented a white cymbohum orchid
Mrs Richard I Cocky,
Sr , maternal grandmother of the bride. Mrs
Lamont Nance. maternal
grandmother of the
groom. and-Mr and Mrs
Hugh Gingles, paternal
grandparents of the
groom, were presented
with white carnations
Reception
A reception followed at
the club house
The bride's table was
centered with an old
fashioned three tiered
wedding cake A large
red poinsettia in a bra,.
contamer flanked by
candles in sits el
candelabra adorned the
table. Punch was served
from a silver punch bowl
A chocolate cake with a
basketball theme decoration was used on the

groom's table
Mrs
Rosemary
Graham, Miss Mary Ann
Riley and Mrs Marilyn
Richey assisted in senmg the guests
Presidirui at the guest
register was Miss Sharon
Fandrich
After a wedding trip to
Fort Lauderdale, Fla •
the new Mr and Mrs
Gutters are residing on

FRESHMEN
Jolene Aeschlunan. Marty Anderson
Brooks Barton, Jennifer Kell Keith
Bergmann. Steve &yard,:Obeid Bra
Jahn Briii, Mit-heel Bryon. KIM Can.
intl. Renee Carroll. Mark Charttrin
Jeffrey (leaders:in. Dana Cunningham
-Stacey Dansell, Jelfen Dowd,.
Ragmen nagr. hike FAloards Tea.
Eldridge, -Sherry Eviertnr
Pirgasai Mania Ford BM Wader
Mesas Gardner,Mtchelli.•(111.W. Mart
Cameos, Camera Glam._ Kim Hole.
Bryaa Harlan.
Carta Henderson
Susan Henri
Regina Herndon, Anita Hill Mike Hill
JOTS., Horalwill. Malawi Houston Mt
chell Jackson. Tony Jackson Jennifer
Jarrett JoAnne Jones .Mart lone.
Darren KM, Manna' Kerr Dettse
Key,
David Janes, En, Knott. Sherri
Limb. Tern Lamb Amberly Moss
Leanne Lockhart. Ronnie Miller
Marilyn MrCallon. Tina Nano," lows
IkKianey. Ism Morgan. tool Meador
Stacy Aluegroo. Darren Latta. Leo
looter.
David Rosen, Ronald Robinson. loci
Itaberts. Raga* Rae. Marl PUOi Keth
PAerce. Charles Parker. Linda Noel.
MA. &OWL David Samna. bend
Shepherd. Tony Shepherd, Asithchy
Sheppard. Marty Sheridan, Doug
Senothennan,
Kat* Starts gam 'Taylor Daniel
Mag. Tan Tenet. Carden, Todd l'am
Tonal. David Thorn. Mark MUM,Can.* Ilnuseriant. Man Thoeupnow. J.%
Thompson. Richard Vial/•111.1. !than,
Wallace and Reth Woodall
SOPHOMDALS
Karen Adams Tract, Adam.
Baker Angel,. Halmstad Clinton It.,
red. Tina Sarre
Boren c•invi
Brandon
Karen Iturgesi
°Ana,
Burke., Naomi Riarlieen
Steve
Hymen Chris Clayton, Mgr Clayton,
Janet I.canna& Sherrie Coles
carol Conley, Joel Cawley, Diana
tria Kelly Cnct. Wei* ermicti. Ran
it, Dons Ten Drams. Melanie regreU.
Ism Gardner Roam.CarLend. Racial
Garland, Betty Garner. Jeabigla
Grum: Mitten Greene rands Gliss
Jerry Green.
Dawn hate John Hassell Joeileia
Herndea (
-Aeries Holmes
anaa
Replies. Robert Heeling
lonely
Hagaseis,
Rash.. All Hum
*Mt Jartu• Hid. tong Dobbs. hymen Richer Moran ttetantra Jaw.
&ideal Kelsey Ion kort
Deasy iamb. Jody Lambert Teas
Mei lore Reese Mai
Lovell
allorrtaon Pm& Omeasi.
egansury.
Carrie Paschall, Lisa Robinson. *he
Pratt, Clay Portals Ken Peareak, tr.
nit Varyag.
Paorkall Jake
Malt Pelts.
KAI* Proctor
Mike (ler. lean
Newasale. tea- Roberts
Ousted
Prier, Lime Rogers Ron Rion.
looms Ra/a. Chris litur.eite, Nape
lhopees. /rad Ski•aer
Robby
laspassis. Rom larvimaen Iowa Sian,
firm Tesler.
Mahe Thempeee.
Thornton
Maim thelier. Nader Tirtee Kathy
Terme,Tarn Usierlift. Meals
fide Peight. Chirwrier Wadded. No
Saber.Sari Wiest Lore Yartewia
Om& Tart. Jeans Tend& Karr
• Nan
AMON
• =AIM& Nava Maus find
•
Shaft Itimaattor, Camay
•
• hadirdia. Aimee Karma., Tedd
• Simla TOD Cdwohell. Teresa Chid.
Will Lin Cleisild, Jeff DM*.
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The Murray Area Vocational Education Center
will begin accepting applications fur the 1983
Practical Nursing Class
oil March 7.1983 at 8 a.m.
Application packets
must be picked up at the
school office between the
hours of 8 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
No application packets
will be sent through the
mail to prospective
students.
Applicants must be at
least 17 years of age and
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have a high school
diploma or a G.E.D. Applicants under the age of
25, must present, proof of
birth ( birth certificate)
when the completed application is returned. '
Applicants must successfully nevi an entrance test that will be
given at the Adult Learning Center at Murray
State University. The
cost of the test will be
43.00. Infornuition on the
test will be given to applicants with the applica-
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The Practical Nursing
class will begin on Aug 1.
1983 and run through
June 29, 1983. Thirty six
students art''acceptedinto each class. on a firstcome first served basis

•
c Open House Feb. 26th
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Imports
Sol Air Cer,I.P ,
Is pleased to announce that June
Murdock, bride-elect
of Steve Welter, has
made her selections
from .our Bridal
Registry for
Decorative. Accessories. June. and
Steve will be marri
March 26, 1983

The first 36 applicants
to complete all forms,
pass the tests, etc. will be
admitted to the class
Students attend class or
the clinical areas each
day from 7 30 a in until
330p.m
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Babbles From Bobbie
"THE INFORMAL WEDDING"
The informal wedding is usually the most
simplified type but still a happy cnd lovely (mos
sari Here the bride con wear a ballerina waltz
'ea or floor length. gown The veil' either a simple
shoulder or elbow length illusion or a. perky
fashionable hat
The ceremony can take place either in eixe home
chapel hotel iudges chambers anywhere that is
the size you want Generally there is no reception
de although cake and punch can be served at the home
often the .ceremony or if al church ine the
fellowship hall
There ore normally fewer people in the Wedding
party and the guests in attendance
Attendents wear, dresses ,that will compliment
'the style ssf the wedding gown Whether that be
floor length formal or a street length 41ress woo
depend on the Lhoice of the bridal ensemble
Flowers are still a perfect addition soft nosegay
bouquets or a single long stem rose_have become
quite popular Attenrients °goal opt for the cons
plimentory piece
The groom and his ottendents can be attired
less formal turedo s or more often than not in
dress suits with be Colors should blend in with the
theme of the entire wedding party
All in all the type of wedding you planes entire
ly up to
It depends on so many font ors. such as
church procedure budget personal convenient e
and most of all whet you the bride desire The de(
sion is yours don't panic how many weddings
hove you ever seen that weren't simply breathtak
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Bridal event
The bride was honored
with a coffee' at the
fellowship hall of the
First Baptist Churrh
Hostesses were Evelyn
Jones, Joyce McDowell.
Shirley Denham, Fannie
Thurmond, larue Spann.
Lou Ellen Stark. Kathryn_
Outland and Cathryn
1;arrott

oliENING GRAND OPENTF47,77,P—AriboPENNG1

Calloway County High School lists students with perfect attendance
Perfect attendance of
students for. the second
nine weeks at Calloway
County High School have
been released by Jerry
• •
Ainley, school principal,
as follows:
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AFL-CIO finding trouble in unifying labor behind one presidential hopeful
AFL-CIO President
Lane Kirkland said Monday at the federation's
week-long policymaking
meeting that labor officials are striving for
ways to cope with
"pressures from the
venous candidates at the
local level."

(Spaghetti
Only
$ 1 9S
Adeits
95' Children

veryday
Lunch Special
$175
amburger French Fries
•

The Spaghetti Factory
Olympic Plaza Murray
Open At 11:00 A.M. 753-0003
•Wel Misr* S•a• for Li't.• W•I We,* SpIi

Kirkland acknowledged that holding the line
against premature endorsements by the
federation's rank-and-file
is becoming more difficult. ,
The problem, AFL-C10
political director John
Perkins said, is that
Democratic White House
aspirants - whom he did
not name - want
unionists to become
precinct soldiers. That is
at odds with the leadership's quest to keep the
troops in step during the
march to the hoped-for
national labor movement
endorsement, he said.
"President Kirkland
has sent a communication out to state federation offices and central
i AFL-CIO) bodies outlining the policies of noninvolvement," Perkins
said.
The AFIrCIO, breaking
with tradition, is trying to
unify the union movement behind a candidate
no later than fIecember,
or well before the opening
of the 1964 presidential
primary and caucus
season
A meeting of the
federation's general
board, consisting of the
heads of about 100 affiliated unions and
leaders of state and centnil labor federations,
will be called. to see if
such a consensus can be
Ifound
To win endorsement, a
candidate would have to
gain a two-thirds rnajonty of the labor officials,

WAL-MART
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Birthday
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Dean declines Watergate speeches

who inlaid cast weighted billion 30b-avation and
ballots reflecting the as. anti-recession program.
LEXINGTON, Ky. believes the American
of their unions.
Tbe federation seeks I AP, - Former public is tired of hearing
The problem of com- $22.5 billion in sup- presidential aide John
about the issue.
mitments to candidates plemental federal spen- Dew says ha receives
- "1 really deal disk
on the local level was ding in the current budget hundreds of invitations to
they care much about It. I
disclosed as former Vice year and $46 billion in speak about his excertainly
don't think it's
President Walter F.,Mon- fiscal 1164, which begins peri•nces in the
my mission to go out and
dale on Monday joined Oct. I.
Watergate affair but he remind them of it,", be
Sens. Alan Cranston of
said in Lexington at a
California and Gary Hart
news conference. He was
of Colorado as a declared
.in town to weak at the
candidate for president,
VATICAN CITY (AP sometimes the same guilt University of Kentucky.
Former Florida Gov.
"I don't think I have
Growing numbers of - to psychologists and
Fteubin Askew is schedulany
credentials to teach
Roman
with
Catholic
too
much
are.
s
credulity
ed to enter the fray later
staying away from con- even to astrologists and or preach about
this week. And Sens. John
anything." he told
fession and sometimes others."
Glenn of Ohio and Ernest
reporters. "I'm just tryturning to psychologists
Monsig
nor
Josef
Hollings of South
and even astrologers to Tomko, general - ing to share."
Carolina are coveting the
declare their guilt, secretary of the upcomDean. who pleaded
1964 Democratic nominachurch officials said.
ing 6th World Synod of guilty in late 1173 to contion. although neither has
Confession is the sacra- Bishops, said the Vatican spiring to obstruct justice
yet committed himself to
ment of privately and in- was not expressing any and defraud the United
a candidacy.
dividually telling a priest judgment against States by participating in
Kirkland denied that
one's sins and asking psychologists or the Watergate cover-up,
Mondale was virtually God's
forgiveness.
psychoanalysts. Tornko said that he realizes some
assured labor's "consenChurch leaders say the added they are necessary people are upset he
sus endorsement."
drop in individual confes- in cases of serious mental 'makes money for writing
"I think Fritz Mondale sions has been
books and making
going on disorders
is a longtime friend of for some time.
speeches about his parlabor, as are many-o4 the
A new working paper
ticipation.
other candidates,- he prepared for a Septembe
"I've been very senr
said. "We wish them all conference of more- than
sitive all along to those
well."
200 bishops from around
who complain and are
LOS ANGELES I AP
The AFL-CIO's 35- the world emphasize; the.
- Almost a year after the outraged by people
member executive coun- need for Catholics to
cashing in on Watergate.
death
cil was to meet privately reconcile themselves tributeof John Belushi, a and I
can understand
to the comedian
today with Cranston, who with God.
was broadcast during the why,- Dean said. "But
has spent several days
The paper released weekend on
I've sort of adopted the
campaigning for the recently said confession program the television view that yes.
I will lecthat
made
him
Labor endorsement.
"responds to the deep famous, "Saturday Night ture occasionally But I
"I don't think it's a life psychological needs of Live."
can't force anybody to
or death matter" to get man... and contributes(0
In the segment, want to come hear me or
that endorsement, said his maturity and serenity
prepared by his widow, invite map"
Cranston, who is at the Of soul and interpersonal
Dean, 44, said he does
Judith Jacklin Belushi,
meeting lobbying for his relations."
the comedian was seen in not live solely off his
candidacy "You can win
It said, "Some, no photogra
Watergate-related inwithout the endorsement. longer celebrating horse, phs riding a come and
that he is a Los
.clowning with pal
I'd rather win with it.
penance with individual Dan Aykroyd, riding a Angeles-baskl business
The policymaking confession, have started bicycle,
leaping into a consultant. Sponsors of
body, meanwhile, called to manifest the anxiety of swimmi
ng pool and the speech at UK said
for enactment of a 966.5 their soul - and laughing
with children. Dean would net 91.575 for

•.% I

Confessions number decreases

Belushi honored
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the appearance.
He said be Win make
just spathes this year.
altar receiving kendrais
of brritatioas."My Neat.
I mewt maid like me
to go out every day at
noon and (again at
night," he said.
He has written two
books about his experience in the affair and
cover-up that led to
Richard Nixon's resignation as president in 1974.
He describes the latest
book, Lost Honor, as "not
a whodunit, but a how-Idunit."
In Lost Honor, Dean
writes that he be,lieves
former Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig, chief
of staff in the final year of
Nixon's presidency, was
the mystery source
known as "Deep Throat,"
the person who gave information about
Watergate to Washington
Poet reporters.
Raig has denied the
contention, which Dean
was "a process of
elimination ... a good
mystery story."
Dean said his experience left him "older
and hopefully wiser." To
say anything else, he added, would be self-serving
"... that now I'm great,
grand, clean and wonderful, moral got my stuff
together.
"I don't know. Maybe 1
dO, maybe I don't. I felt I
did at that time, but I
sure made a doozy of a
mistake in my life.'

McCreary judge
served warrant

COMPARE
(
QUALITY,
PRICES PRICES &
V) SELECTION!

Sells for Less •
Vval Wirt Sells $,

BAL. HARBOUR, Fla
AP
Grass-roots campaign organizing by
Democratic presidential
hopefuls is making it
harder for AFL-C10
64.4k.rs trying to unify
labor behind Just one candidate, say tap union off ;Als

•

SOMERSET,Ky.(API McCreary County Sheriff
Lindell I.. Wilson has
taken out a warrant for
the arrest of the county's
judge-executive, Floyd
R. Frasure, District
Judge Samuel S. Cannon
said.
Cannon said he signed
the warrant early Monday after Wilson
delivered it to his home in
Corbin.
The warrant alleges
that Prasure pointed' a
shotgun at Wilson, Cannon said. It charges
F'rasure with wanton endangerment,a felony. The problem between
the two erupted after
Frasure's son was arrested. Deputy Circuit
Clerk Beth Blevins said
Frasure's son, Timothy
F. Frasure, 22, Was arrested and charged with
public intoxication at 2:30
a.m. Monday.
Cannon said Wilson
called him about 3:30
a.m. Monday, saying he
had had problems with
the judge-executive. Cannon said * directed the
sheriff to have a warrant
prepared by County Attorney Ruben G. Hicks
and delivered to him
(Cannon)for signing.

Hospitals sold
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) - Humana Inc. of
Louisville is selling five
southern California
hospitals and seven
associated medical-office
buildings in a transaction
worth more than 110
million.
. The buyer will be NuMed Systems Inc. and its
subsidiary, Hyatt.
Medical Management
Services, both of Encino,
Calif. The companies provide consulting and ancillary services to niore
than 50 hospitals across
the country, including
University Hospital in
Louisville.( Humana will
operate the new University Hospital when it opens
this spring.
Humana acquired the
California hospitals and
buildings five years ago
when it bought out
American Medicorp in
1978.
The deal includes cash,
notes and assumption of
debt on the hospitals.
A Humana spokesman
said the company would
use the pleb in its expansion program that is expected to add 1,310 beds
le the system by 1217.
Humana owns and
op•rat•s $S other
hospitals, with a total of
11.7011 beds.
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here's the answer.
By ANDY LANG
AP Neweiesturis
Q. - We have some
metal outdoor furniture

we expect to use in a coupk of months but which
we would like to get ready
now The paint on it is in

good condition but we the old paint'
want to change the color
A. - No need to remove
Can we paint right over it the aid paint if it is in such
or do we have to remove good condition. However,
if it has a glossy finish.
which much outdoor
metal furniture has, you
will have to dull the finish
30 the new coat can hold
properly This can be
done by sanding or steel
wooing the old finish
very lightly or using a liquid that accomplishes
the same thing that is.
dulling the surface. If you
decide on the second
course, your hardware or
paint dealer will sell you
the correct product if you
.rxpl4tin.to him what you
intend to do with it. It
must be emphasized that.
in all such cases, the life
of the new coat will depend on the life of the old
coat, so be certain the old
paint is in as good condition as you say. If a close
inspection reveals it Is
not, then some paint
remover is in order.
Q. - Every
time the faucet in our kitchen sink IS turned off.
there is a loud noise,
almost as though someone were hitting the
pipe with a hammer
What is causing this and
how can we fix it' Or is it
a job for a plumber'
A - It appears to be
caased by air in the plumbing system Either some
air chambers are needed
or one or more of those
TWO CAR
already there are filled
GARAGE
With water. Try shutting
19' . 23'
off the main valve and
opening all the faucets
Close the faucets and turn.
on the main valve Test to
see whether noise is still
there. If it is. a plumber is
needed to determine
whether the air chambers
or air cushions are defective and need replacing
or . whether some additional ones are required
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THIS HOME WAS DESIGNED AS AN ENERGYconserving house that incorporates both passive and active
solar features. Among the energy-saving features are the
garage wing which acts as a wind shield and a large roof area
that sweeps down to an earth berm. Plan HA1195A has
1,375 feet on the first floor and 793 on the second. For more
information write - enclosing a stamped. self-addressed
envelope - to architect Jerold L. Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow
Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11747.
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Marjorie and Bill Major
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Q - We will be finishing
our basement into two
rooms and a workshop
soon. We want to put a
small bathroom down
there, but we don't relish
the idea of digging up the
concrete basement floor
in order to install pipes.
Is there a way of doing
this without disturbing
the floor'
A. - Yes. There are
special toilets and equipment that can be used in
such situations. Such
toilets are an upward

'Or•rv Fri.

house only to replace It
with air Just as hot or hotter Remembering that
principle will tell you
when the fan should be
turned on and when it
should be off Since the
air generally is cooler
after the sun sets, the fan
should go on at that time
of the day
This should be controlled with an on-off switch
that is automatic but also
can be turned on and off
manually. When the hot
air is drawn up from the
rooms below, it must exit
through an opening at
least as large as the fan
Both the ceiling opening
and the attic opening
must be fitted with
louvers or some other
equipment that opens and
closes them, opening
them when the fan is going, shutting them when
it isn't
You aLso must provide
places in the house where
cool air can enter when
the fan starts and where
it cannot enter when the
fan stops Generally. this
is done simply by opening
and closing windows at
the proper times and in
the proper locations

Q •A house we own in a
very rural area has no
system for dtsposing of
waste Is a septic tank
permitted, and can we install it without professional help'
A. Your local plumbing
codes will tell you
whether or not a septic
tank is allowed In a rural
area, if usually is You
will ha % e to find out.
however whether a do-ityourself installation is
permitted Even if it is
allowed don't attempt it
unless )ou know exactly
what you are doing
Q
We hope to get an
attic exhau.st fan soon to
take care of the hot
weather that will be coming up Can -you help us
figure out when the fan
should
on and when it
should tw off, since obviously it would .not be
practical or economical
to run it 2.4 hours a day
We have heard conflicting opinions about this
and want to get it straight
before 1.4e purchase and
install a fan We plan on
using the fan to cool the
entire housi, We understand the best place for
this in our particular
house setup is in the floor
of the attic, cutting An
opening in the ceiling
below, which in this case
would be r,•:er a hallway
A - An exhaust fan used in this manner is at its
best when the outside air
mat a lower temperature
than the inside air If this
is not so, then yOu Will be
sending hot air Out of the

Q
A friend told nit'
I disputed him
that you
once recommended the
use of ordinary
toothpaste to get the rim}
off a wooden table that
had been caused' by a hot
pot It seems to me this ts
not very good advice.
since toothpaste is a
scratchy material that
would make the spot
worse Please tell him
you never made any such
recommendation
I can't. because I
A.
did. Without trying to find
thi article, which was a
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long time ago, I recall
suggesting the use of
toothpaste among num)
recommendations
Sometimes camphorated
oil will work, sometimes
cigar ashes will do it and
sometimes turpentine
fills the bill
Wood
refinishers also have
their pet methods for
removing such marks
from furniture One
method often will be successful with one type of
wood and one kind of
finish and not with - a
similar blemish on some
other wood and finish
Most of the tune. once the
ring is gone, a little
retouching is in order to
bring back the shine and
make it match the surrounding surface And
once in a %%Me, the ring
will not yield to any treatment and will require.
refinishing of the entire
table top
Vihy does
toothpaste Oet'aSI011aii
work" Because it is little
more than. an abrasive,
which many refinishing
materiabt-are
I read v our recent
4.1
article about the different
kinds of lumber and the
reference to plywood I
ani somewhat confused
by interior and exterior
ply wood. since it seems to
rile, having worked with

plywood for some time.
that they are exactly the
same I has. e examined
them carefully and can
find no difference What
kind of wood is used for
outside and w loch kind
for inside"
A
, I'!', wood is
designated bs the kind of
wood used for the veneer
on the surface If the surface or face is birch, the
ply wood is called birch
es en though the ((titer
lavers may be a different
kind of wood The principal different e bet IA CCU
exterior and interior
ph w...41 is the tspe
adhesive used to t.mii
_layers together In ex
tenor plywood. a w att• r
proof adhesis is used
the lavt.TS V. ill Ott( COille
apart in wet weather
There are other, more
subtle differ-en( es
Plumbing noises.
leaky tau( et.s.
logged
drains and (tripping pipes
art. among the subjects in
Andy Lang's booklet.
• Make Siniple Plumbing
Repairs
can be
obtained bs sending ',So
cents and a long.
stamped. self-addressed
envelope to Know-flow.
P.O. 14u 77. Huntington,
NY 11743 Questions of
general interest will be
answered III the column
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flushing mechanism If
you decide to have one installed make certain you
hire a plumber who
knows the procedure
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Friday night games fall from grace in OVC
LOUISVILLE. Ky
AP
llwre is almost
unanimous agreement
among Ohio Valley Coneren re basketball
coaches that the line-up
of Friday -Saturday
games is not the best
system for them
The main °bier-twits to

the system in use this
season are that it forces
the colleges to compete
with high school basketball games, which traditionally are played on
Friday nights, and
reduces the time coaches
can see prep players in
action.

'I don't like the conflict
with the high schools,"
Eastern Kentucky Coach
Max Good says. "I don't
think we get as good
coverage from the
media on Friday night
There's no question it
cuts back on our
recruiting"
Middle Tennessee State
Coach Stan Simpson says
he used to be able to leave
a practice on Friday and
head to a high school
game to watch a potential
recruit, But under the
new sy1terii. he has to
send assistants on

recruiting trips Fnday
rughts, leaving him just
Tuesday to watch players
himself
About, the only OVC
coach who had a kind
word for the system was
Bob Ruipert of Akron.
"As far as having to
travel, the Friday Saturday schedule works
well for us It keeps our
time out of class down
and also cuts some exr...nses." Ruppert said
"But I really don't like
playing on Friday night
because of the high

schools. We need to be out
recruiting."
The change did not go
unnoticed by the high
school athletic associations in Kentucky and
Tennessee.
-We've had nothing but
iorali complaints." said
George Gideon,executive
director of the Tennessee
High School Athletic
Association. "We had a
lot of calls from high
school coaches land) we
relayed those feelings to
the national association.
Since then, though, there
hasn't been much said"

Rabb, Convertible

Carroll VW has purchased nine (9) 1982 VW
Rabbit Convertible Executive Cars - good color
selection - low mileage - 8 have air condition all 9 have AM-FM cassette & numerous other.
accessories - all carry new car factory warranty - affordable 4 passenger convertibles that
are economical and fun to drive.
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Tom Mills. Gidson's
counterpart in Kentucky,
said he,too, has received
oral complaints from
high school coaches, but
none is writing. "I know
Murray State's Rao Greene, head basketball
the national association mach, will be the guest speaker on Weight's radio
(the National Federation
talk show hosted by Courier-Journal Sports Editor
of High School Athletics) Billy Reed.
Is concerned about the
Greene will banter with Reed from 5-7 P.m.
colleges and pros playing tonight on the Kentucky Network, the statewide
radio linkup. Locally, WSJP will carry only the
on high school nights.
"It's beaming a na- fhial hour of the show because of regular programtional problem because of ming conflicts.
Other area stations carrying the entire broadcast
all these meet' al games
will be WDXR in Paducah. WXID FM in Mayfield
every night of the week"
and WHOP in Hopirinsville.
Greene will also be a guest on Earl Cox's television program shown on the Louisville cable station
on Monday, prior to the Murray State-Louisville
basketball game. The taped interview will be aired
from 7:304 p.m.
Friday night Murray State travels to Clarksville,
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Tenn., where the Racers will take en Ohio Valley
AP — Morehead State Conference foe Austin Peay.
The Governors, ranked last in the conference,
reserve center Jeff Tiphave
been a hard-luck ballteam all season. In 16
ton has receive11 basketball player of the week losses this year, 14 have been by seven points or
honors in the Ohio Valley less.
The MSU-Austin Peay game begins at 7:30 p.m.
Conference.
and
the MSU at Louisville game begins at 7 p.m..
In the Eagles' three
victories last week. the 6- Monday.
foot-11 junior scored 53
points. grabbed 16 rebounds and blocked five
shots. He dealt off four
assists and was credited
with two steals.

Morehead
cager
honored

Ole Miss maintains
pressure on Wildcats

Purcell upset
LA QUINTA, Calif.
AP) — Unseeded Chris
Dunk upset 7th-seeded
Brian Teacher 6-4, 6-4,
and Drew Gitlin whipped
8th-seeded Mel Purcell 62, 6-1 in the first round of
the $255,000 Congoleum
Men's Tennis Classic at
the La Quinta Hotel Tennis Club.
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games Monday night. In
other action, Louisiana
State dumped Mississippi
State into seventh place
with an 86-73 triumph and
Georgia moved into fifth
place by smashing
Florida 80-65. Kentucky
and Vanderbilt were idle,
and Auburn visits Tennessee in a nationally
televised game IESPN
cable) tonight.
Carlos Clark led the
Rebels, 16-7, with 15
points and Stieg added 11.
Cliff Windham had 16 for
the Tide, 14-10 and 5-10.
Although Ole Miss has
never won a conference
title, the Rebels did capture tbrSEC tournament
two years ago. The
league recognizes it double round robin leader as
its champion.
Georgia, 17-7 and 8-7,
had no trouble with
Florida, surging to an 11point lead in the first
eight minutes and eventually -stretching it to 25
points late in the second
half.
Gerald Crosby led the
Bulldogs with 11 points
and seven steals and
Eugune McDowell also
had II for the Gators...12e_
14 and 4-10.
ISU also took control
early in its game, holding
a 20-point lead at one time
before State staged a acond half rally that cut
the margin to seven
points.
Leonard Mitchell led
the Bayou Bengali, 15-11
and 64,with 25 points and
13 rebounds, but State's
Jeff Malone, the SEC's
leading scorer, had game
honors with 33 points. The
Bulldogs dropped to 14-10
for the year and 74 in the
SEC.

Holmes odds homecoming
to schedule of April fights
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The regionally televised triumph lifted the
Rebels to 9-6 in the eonFerenc*
i—eami
behind the lea-der. Kentucky, 10-4. Each team
has four games remaining — two at home and
two on the road — and one
Is a head-to-head confrontation between the two
front runners at Oxford
on March 1.
"We're going out and
play them one at a time,
play as hard as we can,"
said Coach Lee Hunt, in
his first year at the Ole
Miss helm. "We control
our own destiny." The • Kebels stayed in
contention the hard way,
blowing a 10-point lead in
the final three minutes
before Michael Partridge
drove the length of the
floor to score a driving
layup that broke a 5040
deadlock with 19 seconds
to play. Roger Stieg and
Eric Laird added two free
throws each in the final 11
woods, and the Rebels
yielded an uncontested
layup at the buzzer to
close the scoring.
The Tide-Rebel clash
was one -of three SEC

OR
Cream Anti-Perspirant
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By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Coach Wimp Sanderson
of Alabama had a simple
explanation.
"Ole Miss did not win
the basketball game,"
Sanderson.said. "We lost
it."
Semantics aside,
Mississippi posted a 56-52
victory over the Crimson
Tide Monday night to
keep alive its hopes for
the first Southeastern
Conference basketball
championship in the
school's history.

EASTON. Pa. (AP) —
WWI one hasvpreight title defense already
selleduled ter May. busy
World Boxing *smell
eigoolos Larry Whom
- iiáiddsd anothor esist
Is Ids battle plans in
Alia
In what he calls a
"homecoming fight."
Holmes said Monday he
will defend his title in
Scranton, Pa., against
European heavyweight
champion Lucien
Rodrigues ot Prance
sometime daring April I10.
"It's a homemming
fight." said the Miserold champion, who lives
In Easton. about 30 miles
away. "Everybody there
lone-110for,IL"
fought the first
four flights of his pro
career at Saint= in 1973
and has for some time
wanted to make a title
dolmas there
Holmes signed last

week to defend his crown
against Tim Witherspoon
on May XI at a site to be
determined. That fight is
being promoted by In
King.
King was unavailable
for comment regarding
the new development,the
Rodriguezfight. But Murray Goodman, a
spolimman folkths pr
meter, said,
sure
King is aware of it."
Rodriguez, who also
turned pro in 1973, fought
in the United State. in
1900. He was easily outpointed in 10 rounds by
Michael Dolma, now the
World Boring Assoiciation heavyweight charnPienHolmes said he hoped
the fight would be nationally televiaed by ABC
and that it wield bike
place at the Catholic
Youth Center, the Scranton Armory or at the
University al Scranton.
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Calloway home games
cancelled by epidemic
By JIM mircroR
Sports Editor
While the Calloway
County Lady Lakers
flirt with a .510 record,
the reit of the school
system is having an
undedrable affair with
•flu epidemic.
The CCHS girls,
scheduled to play
Reidland at home
tonight, have been forced to move the game to
Reidland because all activities at the high
school have been
cancelled, including
classes.
According to CCHS
principal Jerry Ainley
all school activities
have been cancelled until Monday because of
the flu problem but the
games tbnIght and the
girls home game Thursday will be altered or
omitted. Also, according to CCHS Lady
Laker coach John Orr,
the Saturday girls'
basketball program for
grades 44 has been
cancelled.

Tonight only the varsity girls will play in a
single game at 6 while
Thursday's games have
yet to be decided. An official announcement
will be made by Thursday morning concerning
the rescheduling between the Lady Laker'
and Farmington.
Calloway and Farmington's girls played
Monday night at Farmington with the Lady
Lakers winning both the
junior varsity and varsity games.
"We were lucky and
snuck by last nigM,"
Orr said in a telephone
interview this morning.
"They (Farmington)
were a threat, but we
just couldn't pull away
front them. I think. at.
least I hope this is what
was wrong, was when
our girls heard there'd
be no more school this
week their minds just
snapped.
"Mentally they didn't
seem to be in the
ballgame," OCT 401id.

Senior Night
Murray High bids farewell to trio

The Lady Lakers pulled off 50-42 win after
leading 31-22 at
halftime. Tammy
Treas. 19 points and 10
apiece from Tern
Malcolm, Beth Hooks,
and Shem Gallirnore
helped boost Calloway
to within a single win of
a .500 season at 9-10
If the CCHS girls play
Farmington Thursday
the game will wrap up
their regular season
with only the district
tournament, held at
CCHS. remaining
March 3-5
The CCHS junior varsity squad beat Farmington Monday. 33-11,
behind seven points
from Tern Lamb and
Nix each from Shannon
Ford and Tracy
Eldndge.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
# It had been so long between victorim Murray
High Lady Tiger coach
Jim Harrell laughed
about' bow he almost
forgot how it felt tikt_s
3e a
winner almost
Monday night's
refresher course, a 56-40
triumph over visiting
Mayfield, perked his
team's spirits which were
lowered Somewhat by the
Senior Niglit ceremonies
While the Lady eardmak were bidding
farewell to their final
hopes for a district victory- this season. the I.ady
Tigers were saluting the
final home effsrt of three
senior players
MOnica
;reene. Donna Housse
and 1 Ain Schanbacher
-They were misty-eyed
before the game and
they're misty-eyed _now,"
Harrell said about the
good bye game "We
wanted them to haVe fun
in Their last --gain,' at
home and whenever you
win, you can have f "
The loss of the three
senior' Starters
represents the loss of 12
years of Lady Tiger experience. House. who
advanced to the varsity in
llth grade, has played five
years on the black and
gold; Greene has played
four years and SOLIIIbacher -saet action iii
thlecscasons

M Farelostrn
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Las Vegas Runnin'Rebs
capture potion's top slot
By The Associated Press
The University of
Nevada at Las Vegas, the
nation's only undefeated
major college basketball
team, held onto first
place today in the The
Associated Press college
basketball poll for the second week in a row, while
Houston climbed into second place and defending
national champion North
Carolina dropped out of
the Top Ten.
The Runnin' Rebels of
UNLV, 24-0, received 41
of 57 first-place votes and
1,110 of a possible 1,140
points from a nationwide
panel of sports writers
and sportscasters.
Houston, 22-2, received
five firstiplace votes and
1,040 points in jumping

Controversy
hampers
'Dog Walker
BATON ROUGE, La.
IAP) — It's been two
weeks since Herschel
Walker has gotten in a
good workout, and the
late 116 million controversy has hampered
his preparations for the
upcoming Southeastern
Conference indoor track
championship meet, his
coach :laid Monday.
CBS-TV and the Boston
Globe reported Saturday
that the Reisman Trophy
running back at the
University of Georgia
had signed a contract
with the United States
Football League. One
report said the contract
wasfor $16 million.
NCAA rules say an
*thlete signing a professional contract forfeits
his remaining collegiate
eligibility.
Walker, with a year of
eligibility remaining.
says be met with New
Jersey Generals' owner
Walter Duncan. but Signed nothing and was offered nothing
Although professional
football is apparently his
best avenue to big money,
Walker has said since his
freshman season that
track is his first love.
Walker ran a 6.1-second
81-yard dash at Dallas
two weeks ago, the bed
electronically clocked
time for an SEC sprinter
this season

kish limit
Jokubkk to 19;
Akron crushed
SOVTH BEND, Ind.,
(AP) — Notre Dame's
John Panda scared 24
points and the Irish bald
Joe Jakubick, the nation's leading scorer, to
la points in crumbing
Akron OHL
Jakubick came into
the game
d.'
evn13.

from fourth place to second. Virginia, 21-3, rose
from fifth to third with
seven first-place votes
and 976 points.
The other four firstplace ballots went to Indiana, which totaled 939
points but dropped from
second place to fourth.
Louisville climbed
from ninth place to fifth
with 842 points, followed
by Arkansas with 827
points, Villanova 777,
UCLA 743, St. John's 707
and Kentucky 637.
Last week, fifth-place
Virginia was followed by
St. John's, Arkansas,

Villanova, Louisville and
UCLA.
This week's Second Ten
consists of North
Carolina — the Tar Heels
Lost three straight games
Last week — Wichita
State, Syracuse, Memphis State, Ohio State and
Missouri tied for 15th,
Iowa, Georgetown.
Boston College and Tennessee.
Last week, it was Kentucky, Missouri, Memphis State, Georgetown,
Wichita State, Iowa,
Syracuse, Boston College, Oklahoma and Ohio
State.

LAST HOMKGAME
Three seniors played
their last home game for
Murray High Monday
upper left, No.10) Lori
Schanbacher, lower left,
-211 ltiOnitta Greene, and
I above, 241
Donna
Mousse 4
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Tabb wins Sullivan Award
INDIANAPOLIS .11'
Distance runner Mary
De-cker Tabh." who breike
seven world ret,:ords and
10 American standards
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dynamic trio be missed

Photos by Jim Rector
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HOW

next y:te.asr.'
Hot' evil) talk
about - that right now ,
Harrell said. rolling la.
eyes
So, returning to the pre
sent, the final hurrah foi
the senior three broke a
five-game lasing skid ap.1
SAW eiteil of the last- car
players- making one final
impression in front of tH•
hometown crowd
Schanbacher, noted
her defensive play , ile.-h
ed five shots from het
point position Srevuethe team •s leading
scorer, sank hi held goa:,
and had 22 total point.
while hauling in a dorcti
rebounds Hietisse
out six assists. pulled iii
nine rebounds and
ed 14 points
Mayfield produced I
doubt -figure scorer.
T McAfee, 10, and
hut the
.i'es
Sth(o)flatibe l3
sti uad
compensate for the tallcr
Laily Tigers, nor the emotion I uplift -4 1t-•-•
homelowners were pl.i%
mg under.
Murrey's girls pl..%
final game, at Fultor.
County Friday . hvfore th.
district playoff lece.m
March 3-.
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held in Seattle massacre has previous shooting record
Sharon's reinstatement brings opposition One
SEATTLE(4P) — One Club. Also arrested asid abet in the back of the ige shots to the head so
JERUSALEM AP Opposition leaders, government-appointed
Opposition politicians say already furious that panel said he bore inthe government has Sharon remained in the direct responsibility for
flouted the Beirut Cabinet after resigning the massacre of hundreds
massacre commission from the Defense of Palestinians last Sept.
once again by reappoin- Ministry, said Sunday's 16-111 at two refugee
ting former Defense action was a fresh display camps in an area of
Minister Arid Sharon to a of disregard for the the Beirut controlled by
Cabinet committee massacre commission's Israeli troops
guiding policy on findings
The commission said
I.ebanon
The Labor Party issued Lebanese Christian
At its weekly meeting a statement calling the militiamen carried out
Sunday Prune Minister move •'totally unaccep- the slaughter, but conMenachem Begin's table" and Labor Party cluded that Sharon and
Cabinet reinstated legislator Haim Herzog key Israeli military ofSharon to the committee. said it "contradicts the ficials should have forewhir h is overseeing recommendations of the seen the possibility of a
negotiations on the commission"
massacre when they let
The centrist Shinui the militia Into the camps
ithdrawal of Israeli and
other foreign troops from Party demanded that to search for guemllas
I A•11110,11
Parliament debate the
In Beirut, the military
Sheir011 111(1 se.rved on reappointment.
prosecutor heading the
• The feisty, flamboyant Lebanese goverrunent inthe orrinottee as part of
his r,Jle as lefense Sharon directed Israel's vestigation of the
minister His reappoint- June 6 invasion of massacte was quoted
ment in his Ile% capacity Lebanon, which drove Sunday in an Englishis minister without port- thousands of Palestine language magazine as
ion, leaves hirri in a I Aberation Organization saying he needed at least
Stratego position from guerrillas from Beirut
six more, weeks to comIii' reluctantly resigned plete his inquiry
it h ti, promote his
rilline views on Israeli from the Defense
The prosecutor. Assad
Ministry last week after a Germanos, praised PresiWIC!. In I Aqiiiffiril

t

• vv.ii IV1.01 Sen.. c,/ iess • W..1 mmt Sells fur

dent Amin Gemayel for
ordering the invistigation even though "we
were not the competent
authority to launch an invary since Sabra and
Chablis (the two camps
were under foreign occupation."
Consideration of
Sharon's reinstatement
to the Israeli Cabinet
:•otninittee was brief, and
there was only one
dissenting vote. Prime
Minister Menschem
Begin moved so quickly
on the matter that one
minister emerged from
the meeting believing
Sharon had been reappointed only to a separate
and less influential
secunty committee
Although he is likely to
have a major voice on the
Lebanon policy committee. Sharon is expected to
have less influence than
he did as defense
minister.

of two men being held
without bail In the
Chinatown gambling dub
massacre of 13 people
was charged two years
ago in the shooting at four
young men but the case
was dropped for lack at
evidence, officials say.
A second-degree
assault charge against
Benjamin Ng, 30, was
dismissed in the Jan. S.
19111, shooting before the
case reached trial in
juvenile court, according
to police records. - Police would not talk
Monday about either
shooting, except to say
there were no
developments in the
search for a third man
wanted in the Chinatown
massacre.' But Mayor
Charles Royer said he
was told the 1961 case was
dismissed for "insufficient evidence."
Ng was arrested Saturday within hours of the
massacre at the Wah Mee

S01Is f(pr I ess • W41 IIV•r

t es•

held for investigation of
homicide was (wan
"Willie" Mak, n, who
has no previous arrest
record.
Ng and MM were born
in Hong Kong and came
to the United Mates five
to seven years ago.

each and the bullet exited claw they left powder
through the lower part of burns
his face He was conMost victuns either
scions and listed le were owners or workers
serious condition today at at Seattle-ores Chinese
Harberview Medical restaurants who went to
Center, under police U* dub after work Friguard.
day night. Fogies say rob
The first autopsy report bery was the motive
from the King County because tens of thousands
On Monday, District
Court Judge Betty Taylor medical esiuminer said of dollars were believed
Howard ordered them one victim died of multi- to have been in the club.
held without ball-pending
formal charges in King
County Superior Court
expected by Thursday.
Police said all 13 victims. 12 men and one
woman, had been shot
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
one or more times in the
head All but one were DEAR DR LAMB I am Look at the diagram in
"hog-tied" hand and foot. a 72-year-old male in fairly The Health Letter 16-9. Your
Police found the bodies in good health About eight Vital Hearing, which I am
a sea of blood after one years ago a very prestigious sending you Locate the Eusman staggered Into an surgeon operated on me to tachian tube This tube conalley outside the club on improve my bearing The nects the middle ear behind .
the south edge of Seattle's doctor was fairly certain the your eardrum with your
nerve ends
good and throat When it is open. the
downtown, not far from the prognosiswere
after surgery pressure inside the middle
the Kingdome.
was 90 percent for improve- ear equals the pressure outThe 6I-year-old sur- ment However, the surgery side your eardrum If at is
vivor, Wel Y. Chin, was failed and my hearing was blocked, the pressure will be
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not improved
When I compress my
nostrils, close my mouth and
then force air into the poor
ear, the passages clear and
my hearing clears The
results are like perfect hearing When I told this to the
doctor he made little of it
and said it was a temporary
thing What is your feeling'
Could surgery correct my
hearing' At present I am
wearing a hearing aid in
each ear
DEAR READER
Go
see another ear, nose and
throat specialist If you have
good hearing, even temporarily, it is good evidence
that your specialized hearing cells and hearing nerve
fibers are good It also suggests that your tiny ear
are normal as well
From your story it sounds
like the middle ear is not
functioning properly It is
much like having an ear
blockage from changes in
air pressure during a plane
'light Most people who have
raveled by air have had
hat sensation of Itas of
leering " acuity that is
elieved by gentle blowing
4 the nose, or other techagues that increase air
pressure inside the throat

unequal. distorting the eardrum and affecting your
hearing
If you have abnormal
function of your Eustachian
tube and the rest of your
hearing mechanism is
normal, it is possible that
the tube function can be
improved It depends on
what causes it It is certainly
worth investigating Others
who want this issue of The
Health Letter can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this newspaper. P0 Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019

Man fatally injured
SONOftA, Ky. (AP) —
A Mississippi man was
fatally injured when he
was run over by a tractortrailer rig tie was lying
under at a Sonora truck
stop, officials said.
The victim was identified as Buford M.
Farmer,21, Magee,Miss.
Dr. James Stuteville,
Hardin County 'coroner,
pronounced him dead at
the scene of the accident
Sunday night.
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; Police satisfied with phone tip program designed to help solve crime
I-

Police in Ashland and
Jefferson County are
satisfied witt telephone
tip programs designed to
Map authoriUes crack unsolved crimes, even
though callers' informa-

f4.

Musk auditions will be Saturday

&

Auditions for students
who plan to major in
4_1
" meek at Murray State
University will be conducted on Saturday, Feb.
• X, in the Department of
Musk in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center on the
campus.
Candidates will audi. Uon before the scholarship committee of the
department by performing one or more prepared
pieces. The auditions are
open to high school
graduates with accep- table records who have
demonstrated musical
aptitude and the intent to
pursue a musical degree
program at Murray
State.
Departmental grantsin-aid, special alumni
awards and Sigma Alpha
.Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia music fraternity
scholarships are recom.3, mended by the committee on the bases of
demonstrated musical
' talent, academic record,
financial need and
achievement on standardized college testing
examinations. Evidence
• of willingness to parUcipate in departmental
activities and organiza!• tions is expected.
7' The Department of
. Music has an enrollment
of 180 musk majors and a
, faculty of 24. It offers the
.) bachelor of music educeton, bachelor of music,
bachelor of arts in music
and master 0in music
, education degrees and a
minor in music.

1

I

lion has not yet resulted
in convictions
If we've done nothing
more than decreased the
level of apathy, we'll
solve crimes that would
have never been solved

Musk facilities in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center
include two recital halls.
five rehearsal halls.
recording facilities,
classrooms, applied
music studios, practice
rooms, an instrumentrepair laboratory, organ
studios and a music
education curriculum
Laboratory.
A variety of performing
experiences are available
in several organizations
— symphonic band, the
Racer Marching Band,
wind ensemble, symphony orchestra, choir,
chorus, opera workshop,
jazz lab bands, jazz combos, brass choir, percussion ensemble and
various vocal and instrumental chamber
ensembles.
Anyone wishing to obtain additional information may call the Scholarship Committee in the
Department of Music at
Murray State University
at 782-4238.

before," said Mana Ger- has not led to a single con- ever% trig from stolen
wing, vice chairwoman of viction of the publicized hubcaps in Ashland to a
murder in Pike Cowity.Jefferson County's crimes
.'Crtmestoppers" board
In both programs. saki Kelly.
of di:.retora
Kell% said no rewards
Citizens can call in ticks on
Over the past seven crimes anonymously If have twelogiven yet. but
months two dozen unsolv- the tip leads to a convic- he considers the program
ed Jefferson County. tion. the caller. who is a SUCt•es het•a u_se people
cases have been asked to call again in a are be, tailing involved
dramatized on television few days. receives a cash He plans hecontinue It
in the Crtinestoppers pro- reward. up to $1000 in
'Crin
is far more
grain All remain unsolv- Jefferson l'ount,y
than Just a police proed
Each week in Ashland. blem
Kelly said
In Ashland the • Silent a re-.enactment of one •Vie're asking people to
Witness- program was case is aired over televi- make ails on any crimes
initiated almost a year sion and radio and people they hai• knowledge of.
ago Tips from citizens are given a number to not jusr those cases
have been pouting in call if they think they publishd
the crime of
said Tom Kelly of the have information that thtweek
Ashland Police Depart- would be helpful
.lefferson Count% .
ment, but the program
'•We've had calls on MS C41.1.411104 Salt' 21 ar•

rests have been wade in

tte Sc tiaii the entt:

crimes other than those program
re-enacted More than
185.000 in narcotics and
stolen goods has been
recovered and cociPeration among police agencies has increased
"There aren't very many
negatives," she said
A strong point of tht
program is that people
calling in remain
anonymous. giving a feeling of security to some
who might otherwise fear
getting involved
really respect the
anon ntit of the person
calling in. Ms i;,'ring
said
If we hIott that

It n ia not sectll like
Kell) said details of arithing at all to them at
r
tl r a tt n
u t the tune, but it 'Mild be
through the nest s media just the bit of mtormdtion
also
tic•lp
enf4)c-cement a k4t.n job.:
the Ia
memories 4 people Mho ties need to fit into the
think ttie ihint have. overall ins estigatton
an thing Important to of- I','Ilv said
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Ray enters race
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — Former state
Rep. Tom Ray announced
Monday that he will seek
the Democratic nomination for state auditor in
the May primary.
The Louisvi-lle
Democrat is a former
member of the Banking
And Insurance Committee in the Kentucky
House and served for five
years as executive director of the Governor's
Council on Agriculture.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

1978 Firebird Forme% Blue
44XXX miles, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning. AM-FM
automatic

THE BEST OF THE

Barry

POINTER
SISTERS

manilow

DWAIN TAYLOR

1

Afore pro
to homeowners
who have more
to protect...
at low
preferred rates

OwlOf The Ow
Sapp.. 040
14N1W11.•4.

He's a new homeowners policy that
guarantees replacement or repairs for your
home and personal property at lull current
cost. No deductions. No depreciation. -N's the HOME DEFENDER Homeowners
Policy from State Auto insurance Companies
... providing you financial defense or your
hOfhlt against any risk of physical loss, except
flood or earthquake. And earthquake
may be added at minimal oast.
There's a host of other buNt-in coverages.
including $100.000 personal liability: $2.500
coverage for jewelry. furs: $2.500 coverage
for silverware. goktivere: coverage for trees.
*woe. plants; coverage for theft from
unlocked vehicles; credit card coverage.
money and securities coverage.
The DEFENDER is a truly dekixe
homeowners policy providng more protection
to thole with Mee to proSsol. And you'll find
the rates eurpriskigly compenive.

NY iiiNiERS
inw Friends

Hundreds
tochoose from including Rock,
Rhythm & Blues,Country and more!
641 N. Central Center
txpires 2-27-83
on.-Sat.9-9 un Noon-6 18 Days to Optratecon 45
•
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DEAR MIRY I've been reading about when a cowboy
should take off his hat Most men who wear western hats
4and they're not all cowboys) wear them indoors
When you invest $inn in a hat and MO in the band, you
don't take it off indoors If you do someone invariably arta
on it. steals it or some drunk wanders up, mita it on, and
you have to dismantle his bud) to get it back
"Smokey and the Rondo.- Burt Reynolds.
In the
take my hat off
who always wore 4 cowboy hat said
for only one thing
think that "one thing - *as'
What do
ORECDN TRIICK DRIVER

De R)

.91
4
By Abigail Van Buren

Public Restrooms Provoke
Mother's Private Dilemma
DEAR ARM Today, ms JAW dropped! While sitting in
the local cafe having coffee with my husband and our 2
year old daughter. -Cindy " we were approached by the
owner of the cafe, who told us of a romplaint he had
about us the previous evening
My husband who has alwaya shared in the I are of our
daughter had taken Cindy to the "potts in the men's
roam Thrrr is only one stall and while they were
ua Upying it another gentlemen had nerd for the far 'hoes
so he poked his head in I41% husband informed him that
they would be out in n minute
The other customer promptls ,Implistrwri to the owner
saying little girls should use the women's; far ilities The
owner then told my, husband that in the future hi should
not take Cindy into the men'. room -- either I would hose
to take her to the ladies' restroom or she would have tr., lir,
alone
What u the rule on this' Is-qt written somewhere that
only women are allowed to dike threrca hildren to the bath
room in a publir pima. And than only to the wornetri's
room"
or single fathers of daughterri
son•
Ifow do mother's
handle this'
so II E sTific ATioN. PLEASE

DEAR DRIVER: To scratch his head.(Would I lie
to you on Washington's birthday?)
•• •

DEAR ARHY Myy, wife and I attended • holiday party
given by a couple we had mat .is 1.111V Jet several other
parties
When we got there we found the other guests were
mixing drinks at is "bar- that had been set up on the
kitchen table —a common prat tact among our curie of
friends About halfway through the party. I was informed
by a complete stranger that this as a -bring your own
bottle" parts and I was drinking figs MCl/0CW
Abby, I hasen t heard of a liYrifi party- since my
college days I know we are in an economic depression.
but our hoata AA. comfortable, mitirtleclars professionals —
not rich, but surely far from im.or Also I was raised to
believe that if snu couldn't afford to entertain your guests.
you should wait until you could
Was I brought up wrong, or h.i%e times and the rules of
common ((rune's, r hanged that mut lir' • I'm onlv :10 )
fil;WILDERED IN ROST(iN

Your ladividual Man struck three times by cars
Horoscope —PONTIAC,
Mich.(AP) Lights and fled westA 21-year-old niaa was
hospitalized in critical
condition after being
struck the.. times by hitand-run motorists and
dragged about 100 feet,
police said.
Gregory Mattson. of
Frames Drake
Rochester, was crowing
FOR WEDNESDAY,
a street shortly before 10
p.m. Monday when he
FEBRUARY n.1003
Whit tried d day will Ismer- was hit by a vehicle in the
row be? T• find sut whet the westbound lane, said
stars say, reed the forecast Police Lt. Walter Hitchuk. Mattson was able to
&am fer year birth sip.
stand up and walk a few
steps before being struck
ARUM
by a second car in the
n4
.
191
Apr
Mar. 21 to
A generation gap may be at middle lane.
"He got up again and
the root of a family squabble.
was when the third
that
are
Conservative investments
favored if you do the proper car hit him," said Hitchuk. "It dragged him
research.
about 100 feet. A witness
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) tiCit, said the car dapped,
An unwise slip of the tongue backed up, turned off its
could occur in a party atmosphere. Understand a close
tie's desire to visit some old
friends

DEAR BEWILDERED: lifitnany circles.ltlhe FIYOB
party is S.O.P.(standard operating procedure). Your
hosts were remiss in not informing you what kind
of party it was when they invited you.

I May 21 to June 201 nAIIPP
Keep aspirations within
reason regarding career
endeavors. It's better to keep
•••
things the way they are than to
take chances
DEAN NO: Very young children should never be
•
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off
CANCER
sent Into a public restroom alone. And men should
your chest. Write to Abby, P.O. Boa 311923. Holly.
iJune 21 toJuly 221
use the men's facilities and women should use the
wood. Calif. 9003N. For • personal reply, please
You need to be especially atthe
to
sex
women's when taking ti child of either
efICIDOM a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
tentive of details on the job
restroom.
Someone from your past may
1
contact you. Children appreciate guidelmes.
LEO
said.
he
know,"
don't
the
in
homes
two
MANCHESTER police began searching with police to investigate ween
July 23 to Aug. 72
"Whatever was covering Escapist tendencies could
for him, officers why it happened. He complex,Schultz said.
;TOWNSHIP, N.J (AP)
that hole, his weight was lead to errors in judgment
•The drowning of a 5-year- discovered a hole in the declined further com'It
would
appear
to push it regarding romance. Attend to
there
enough
the
about
incident
ment
:old boy who fell Into a ground leading into a sepMany of the residents was at one time concrete through."
duties and curb restlessness.
!septic Lank has angered tic tank where the boy's
He said at least one VIRGO
i some apartment dwellers body was found, are too poor to move, slabs that covered the top
of the septic tankm and other'childhad fallen into Aug. 23toSept. 22) WPtil
Straka said
iwho say their authorities said
they
put dirt over the top a cesspool in the complex Company could overstay
the
that
shame
a
"It's
The Ocean County
deteriorating complex
makes them fear for the Medical Examiner's of- welfare.system has to put Whether the concrete just within the last year, but their welcome. A serious talk
fice confirmed Monday us .in a situation where gave away_ or what we was not seriously injured. with a loved one leads to a betsafety of their children.
ter understanding of each
that he died of asphyxia- something like this has to
place
safe
only
"The
other's needs.
happen to call to attention
for our kids is in the roads tion caused by drowning.
LIBRA
out
happening
what's
to
know
residents
said
Straka
don't
berouse we
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22•
where to walk around any fear for the safety of their here," she said
Sonic career proposals belives
she
said
Straka
accithe
more," said Marie families and feel
ing tossed around aren't pracStraka, a tenant at the dent points out near Haber, whom `she
tical. Stick to a tried and true
members decided to course for financial gains now
Village Green apart-' deteriorating conditions descnbed as her babysit- PASSAIC. N.J. •AP•
Her hometown is so hot honor the 33-year-old ac- SCORPIO
ter and best friend.
menta where David at the aging complex
Police dogs led officers for "Hot Lips" Houlihan tress because. says Oct. 23 to Nov. 211 nteelic#
"We've made a petition
Reber drowned Sunday •
The boy was playing in and we're holding back to the 2-foot-square hole. that Feb. 28, the day of Shoop, "She's our It's best not to give advice or
overspend, although a loved
a lot between two our rent," said Straka, The body was found in six the last "M-A-S•H" favorite daughter."
Miss Solt grew up in one may require your
buildings when the who reported that people feet of water, said in- episode on television, has
ground gave way and he from 52 of the 75 apart- vestigator Charles been proclaimed Loretta the predominantly Polish assistance. Enjoy familiar
section of the cfty's East haunts and activities.
fell into the septic tank, ments had signed the Schultz of the Ocean Swtt Day.
County Prosecutor's Of- -She's probably the side, where she attended SAGITTARIUS
petition Monday.
authonties said
most famous person from Holy Rosary Roman Nov.22 to Dec.21 3filA°
John Ge-igle, the com- fice.
Police said David's
The boy, who weighed Passaic." says Coun- Catholic Church, worked Either you or a close tie
mother, Ella Haber': plex manager, said the
tends to extravagance now.
reported him missing management was -very about 40 pounds, had been cilman James Shoop, an part-time at the city
Don't abuse credit. You may
about 5 p.m Sunday sad" about the boy's playing on a 50-foot-wide admitted "M-A-S-H" ad- library and went to Pope have to take care of family
Pius
VI
council
other
and
HighSchool.
He
dict
betgrass
and
dirt
of
lot
About 90 minutes after death and would work
obligations.
CAPRICORN
Dec 22to Jan. 191
NEED HELP! AM
A loved)one may be neglectCOYOTES'
SOKIZOVNDEC
ful of physical well-being. An
OUT
HOLD
CANNOT
old friend gives helpful adLONGER
vice Club members are asked
to pitch in.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It will require extra effort
not to be distracted on the job.
The conscientious, though,
will make headway an unportent projects.
THE THROWABLE
HERE'S MY SNOWBALL COLLECTION,
PISCES
SLUGGO- - I HAVE THE BIG KIND,THE
;Feb. Hilo Mar. 20)
j
You may have a good tune
SMALL KIND, THE FLAT KIND, AND THE
a business lunch, but you
at
SQUARE KIND
may no(ge much accomphsb-*d. Advisers can be especially
4111
helpful now.
*101
"A.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
46, Now
penchant for adventure and
dislike routine wort.

ENO

!Angry dwellers circulate petition, hold rent following child's death

Loretta Swit Day set
in actress's hometown

vi61

lzAk

MC:

Mattson was in critical
condition in Pontiac
General Hospital,
authorities said.
The first driver surrendered to officers aa
hour later, said Lt.
Robert Bates, adding the
accident remained under
investigation

Singer awarded
LOS ANGELES AP)
— Entertainer AnnMargret has received the
1 2 th annual
Humanitarian Award of
the Myasthenia Gravis
Foundation, an organization sponsoring research
into a disease that leaves
its victims weak from
muscle fatigue.

)

lilgi
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1. Legal Notice
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
Appointments Have
Been Made In The
Calloway District
Court All Claims
Against These
Estates Should Be
Filed With The
Fiduciary Within
Six Months Of Date
Of Qualification.
Lottie E
Denham, Hazel, KY
Deceased. Fannie
Brown 506 S. 13th
- St., Murray, KY,
and J. Robert
TaYlor, Box 152,
Hazel, KY CoExecutors. Sid

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
J.T. Tidwell, Executor, Of The
Estate Of Algie
Taber, Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed In The
Calloway -District
Court On Or Before
February 23, 1983,
The Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk,
LEGAL

NOTICE
A Final -Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court By
Donald Terry Page,
Administrator, Of
The Estate Of
Donald Eugene
Page, Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Be
Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
February 23, 1983,
The Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

rKt2Ay
e,.
ry
ebay'
xrotlre
s
c . ee
ttDewardoot
°4
s
6yat,h
McKinney,
I.
Dexter,
ed. Larry McKinney, Rt. 1, Box 1,13,
Farmington, KY,
and Robert McKinney, Rt. 1, Box 409,
Dexter, K X, CoExecutors. Vicki R.
Jones, 105 N. 6th
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
- Fulton E. Young,
Rt, 5, Box 215, Murray, KY Deceased.
Irene Cunningham
Young, Rt. 5, BOx
215, Murray, KY,
and Judy Young
Richardson, ShortSprings Rd.,
Tullahoma, TN
37388, C o Executrices.
Penny Todd Kelly, Rt, 3, Box 316,
Murray, KY
Deceased. James
D. Kelly, Rt. 3, Box
316, Murray, KY
Executor. Harold
T. Hurt, 105 N. 6th
St., Murray, KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement' Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Court 'By
Carlos Crouch,
Committee For Ola
Mae Crouch, Incompetent. Exceptions To This Settlement Must Be Filed
In The Calloway
District Court On
Or Before February
23, 1983, The Date
Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
MV0PikliO4 YOU'RE
it4COmPETEKIT, STUPIP
AND UNQUALIFIED!
DOWN
ACROSS
1 Possesses
I Angel's
2 High axiirninstriserant
tarn
S Halt
9 ShOpper •s
Cheer
4 Prorogue
need
I? winglike,
S Precipitous
t3 Follow as• 6 T antalum
symbol
14 Wads on•
7 Lubricate
menu
$ Entreaty
15 Globe
9 Fruit
17 French arlreis 10 Landed
IS insect egg
II Fence
19 Pedal
Wenn°
16 Foal regret
witramillas
205a.*
21 Winged _
employees
23 Decade!
21 Mae
22 Follower
211 Osmoses
due
Fatearlood
23 Peal away
31 Simian
24 Algonquian
34 Fame
25 Sun god
witerleind
26 Clow
350n and on 30 Elude
Batiweerean 32 Equal
daffy
• 33-Canton
39 Tiny
41 FoOt legiture
42 Goddess of
vegstaeon
44 Mess at
weight
46 Ilemeshinp

swesious
46 Orapbanous
61 Wedelns
53
53 bid- Lat
00difellaite
011110100 girl
Oele Can
SO Seed costing
SI Aurscurs.
00
64 OM niuskai

issuarswii
U Seca of riedi

Answer to ktaaday's Paula
m-A $r e$ $ I T
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EL
Ai

ENAMEL:
MADE
PI A J
NAVE
ME011 T
NO
L
WINTON

A

A

I

A

I

0
TI

A

C_

I.

E
A

A

I.
V

8

I
• list Ell

36 Spec*

49 At the place

371640m,
40 Football
Main
43 Ruthenium
symbol
45 Emil
4? King a twat
ditIlPhieh

54 Attempt
56 As written
music
57 iksint
511 High card
61 Negative pmfix

50 MOM

LEGAL
NOTICE
A Final Settlement Of Accounts
Has Been Filed In
The Calloway
District Cowl By
Hubert Hassell, Executor, Of The
Estate Of Ullie Hill
Ba.uell, Deceased.
Exceptions To This
Settlement Must Si
Filed In The
Calloway District
Cowl On Or Before
February 23, ISO,
Tbe Date Of Hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL
NOTICE
A Periodical Settlement Of Accomb Has Been
Filed In The
Calloway Markt
Cent By Eft L
Pennington,
Trustee For Joyce
F. Ware mit EaTo TI
Must 13.
*Filed In The
Calloway District
Court On Or Before
February 23, 1953,
The Date Of Hearlag.
Ann P. Wilson,
CIrcult Court Clerk
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Notice2.Notke
Patti's 1100 Restaurant,
A
Grand Rivers, Ky
great place tor lunch.
dinner or shopping
Open 10 30 a m . 7 days
a week

PAPICER'S
Uniforms &
Moternit4
Foshan'

2. Notice

*seems Machines

30. Business Rentals

di families

For sate Singer Athena
2000 in Cabinet all
accessories, baby lock
1
commercial quality
yr old Both in excel
lent condition, also
many varieties fabrics
09 2449

toe& hoc/0.w tOr
retail business or C,
tessionai office use S25,2
per month Contact B
K000erua, 753 1222

Groups
A•
Raynor's
Remember

vperiai occasions
CARTER STUDIO
V I.

KaOW/ Moppets Masa
tolayntild. Karawortry 4.11MM

Reminder! Contribute
to your Political Party
on IncOme Tax Return
51 00 for State Political
Party
SO for Local
Political Party

Log Splitters,
25% off reveler
rental
Coostrection
beaters for root or
solo
753-$201

*
'

Illeseeweed Ileeswalkie
Cieemesie41 Wee
lied* Isweex•
Regardless of
health conditions
Pays in or out of
hospital for ages
0411.

6. Help Wanted

44m1W1Wilif

"Iletienel We sod Acchisat's
IRA
coo
gement« yew and
veer specse a retiremeet imams yes cent
swivel"

Zip

Phone
al, "I I I .411.411%
436-5687
Ed Jennings
Box 64

WIG -Complete Glass
CO. has all types of glass
mirrors and plexiglass.
Cut to all sizes and
shapeS. We install store
fronts, replace
aluminum doors,
closers, hinges, locks
and weatherstrips
We
install auto glass, fix
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door
glass. Make UP ShOw
cases and picture
frames. M&G Glass, $16
Coldwater Rd. 751-0150.
Mee 5 minium? Call
759-4444 ler se
spiretionel messese te
brigatea veer day.
Childress's tope 75 -

Murray, Ky

Career opportunity for
quality designs, draft
sman willing to assume
responibilities and a
demanding . work pace.
Minimum S yrs design
eiperience
required
starting salary based on
experience
Advance
men, based on pro
ductivity Send resume
to
P 0
Box 616.
Fulton. Ky. 420.41.
Male and female clan
cers, clowns and unique
Inquire at
characters
753 9555. 10 5 After 5.
753 1506
'
Men. women and teens
want a part time lob?
We are taking Avon
applications for the
complete Callaway
County and Murray ,city
area Call 753 0232
New Openings tor
nationwide industries,
no sales. will- train
115,000 plui a year For
info call 1 3129)1 7051.
ex t I774A

al

42071

9. Situation Wanted

FOR
SALE
1976

MIrtiry

Mouse wanted on or
near lake to rent to
lease with option to buy
Send pictures and de
tails to Ripplemeyer, 1
Cross Dr.. Delleville.
III 62221
Wanted! Yards to mow
and trim also yard
clean up 753 7457

1111111f1 MX 4 kw,

10. Business Opportunity

rid, es rsst, extra
clam, PS, PB, Air,
$1595.

Two adjacent houSeS
toned for professional
office use. Excellent
location on Main Street
near downtown_ Can be
purchased together or
separate. Each priced
in the 530's
KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753
1222

444S.

7511113

EDUCATION COORDINATOR AND
INSTRUCTOR.*LT PROGRAM
Education Coordinator and Instructor,
Medical Laboratory Technology Program Murray State University. Duties will
include: didactic instruction, program
evaluation, recruitment, recordkeeping,
and Boson with personnel in affiliated
clinical laboratories. Masters degree
preferred; minimum qualifications:
medical technologist registration
(education and experience acceptable to
CAHEA), B.S., and three years of
laboratory experience including one year of
teaching. Salary - commensurate with
training and experience. Position available
June 1 - August 1, 1943, at the latest;
application deadline April II, HOC. Send
resume and three reference letters to:
Dr. Charles E. Kupchella
Professor and Chairman
Department of Biological Sciences
Murray State University
Murray,KY 42071
An equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer.

11. Instruction
KeybOard Instruction
Individual keyboards in
a class tab setting • em
phaslling basic pan
istic skills to Prepare
for private lessons All
Special adult and
pre school classes
12 session courses Call
Suzanne Johnson. 436
2625. or Chuck's Music
Center,IS)

ages

13. For Sale or Trade
Kerosene Mater. 11.000
TU Sunbeam, very
good condition. Last 18
firs on one fill- Pc,ice
$110 Call 753 3711 after
6 )0p.m

Prem ell who love yee.

14. Want to Buy

MANAGER
111* reedy-to-weer di bee beteralkate speshop for am espreselee ledleideel dust,
expessise. We
moire • iiiimme el 2 te 5 peers amine* b sett gems. Mk,te velem*
belpfel. We offer enelleat der1.
airy end s ceeeplese bees* page.
Affeerisemeal bend selellleeive.

Chute* Nsaboopiii Caster, limey
759-1611
NI

Nice 2 bedroom 'Ur
nished apt Cali 153 67.9v
days. /53 6194 nights
One or two bedroon,s
near downtown
AP'S
Murray
753 4109. 762
6650 Or 436 2$1r
Two bedroom duple.
Quiet resident , ai
neighbor. near Un
iversity. 52'25,Monfh
.
753 1096

33. Roomsfor Rent
Steeping rooms. re
frigerator in hall, pr
ate entrance. %vault.,%
Zimmer
and dryers
S lefts St
man Apts
753 6601

FOR SALE
mos

lespissolls party
ruins Mall edility
metclods

34, Houses for Rent

puss

(ntiedi
Crdiel

Nang*

P I Is 521 ledineyst
II.
Very old upright Estey
piano With stool $wy
Cali 753 3607
after S
PM

23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
IL Pest Control
rue. 753 39 1 4
24. Miscellaneous

For Rent 100 or 110
tenable acres, Calloway
Call nights
County
313 5450491
For rent 30 acres of
cropland at Crossland
491 W5.4

I.Pets.Sup9lies

Firewood for sale
seasoned 1.75 rick. green
Cali
also available
753 7515

AKC Registered
Chinese Pug Puppies.
$100each Cali 75.1 743$
AKC reg.istere,41
Doberman puppies.
priced to sell
$125
picking choice. 759 451111
or /53 7637
Airdeie puppies_ a
_14.
weeks oycl Feb
Champion Blood LintS.
A K C registered. woe-.
med and had shots -Cali
1 382 2479 nights and
weekends
Dachshund puppies, full
blooded Call 7539347

Reminder! Contribute
to your Political Party
On Income Tax Return
$I 00 for State Political
Party
SO for Local
Political Party
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Cell John
Borer, 753 0338
Seasoned hardwood, all
sizes available up to 72
inches 179 rick Green
175 rick Delivered and
stacked 753 3476.
Timothy and clover
hay 51 50 a bale 492
1211

q. Real Estate
STITOUT
NULTY

25. Business Services
1100613 TAX SIIIVIC.1
anywise.

ler.

In-

berates',

nod

ether

B.Articles for Sole

OP.m•

Oki Copier
6" DelVelt ems
reller tables
duly 16"
sew
esker dirt tampseecbiee
MP water peep.
40 ft. sitesladders
mere items.
753-1675
53-5615. or
621 S.
•

d Sycimn

Sidli

11. Mobile How Rentals

FO
SALE

Large lot in Lynn
r es 240 ft
Grove
frontage on 193, small
barn
electric
water
and septic system
,.1,ideo Cali 759 4935 or
435 4594 after Sp m
Residential lots. zoned
R 1
Robertson Scnool
Cvstrict near Univers
ty . All utilities, paved
street $100 front toot
753 6532 • or 753 1914 or
'53 2649

m

tS. Farmsfor Sale
Ill Acr_es
A P
proximately $0 acres
open ground 1 7 acres
1011041( 0. base 60 acres
wheat
1600 acre
401 717 3474
FISH
WORK OR SIT
BACK AND RELAX.
fit a( res
spring fed
lake plus remodeled 4
bedroom ranch home
Good - tillable acreage
stock barns corn crib
hay shed
compietel
fenced Call CENTURY
21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors at 753 1497 for your
Personal snowing

34. For Rent or Lease

1.250 Gallon water tank
20 ft neck over trailer
753 1725 or 759 4926
Air Compressors,
commercial 5 horse
power, 60 gallon tanks,
IS 1 CFM per minute.
retail 11.295, special
1695
We deliver
901 749 0091 day or
night

mew

- 4.Auto Services

Newly refinished 7 be
Jroom. 2 bath, den
Brick duplex house with
living room. kitchen
basement
I blocks
Jtility room 'has gas from Square 400 South
washeridryer. 6th. Murray 247 1459
leaf
$750 month
hook up
By Owner. •Brick ranch
5100 deposit 7535207
style h0rhe
n
Or for sale. 3 bedroom 2 c;afesborough with two
bath. fireplace. electric
wood burning
heal. close to MSU 1704 '
,replaces 3 bedrooms
Farmer 753 )006
2 baths, central electric
Three bedroom, range' heat and air Priced in
newly in
mid 60's Call 753 S775
refrigerator
sulated
Near Univers
B r -o wn e r -a p
,ty 5275 CENTURY 21 proximately 2,400 sis ft
Loretta Jobs Realtors
of living area
2 ;ar
753 1492
garage
paved drive
Three bedroom home electric heal (wry,_and
Rustic i ypress
south of Murray. 1730 ar
month
siding 2 years old Call
Deposit re
Call Spann 753 $374
quired
Realty Assoc 753 7724
Good three bedroom
Two bedroom. I bath, home on ICI plus acres
Wilted within .walking 21 Mile% south. of. town
on paved road
distance of downtown
public
Available immediately. water supply Grenada
SOT
so pets 753 11075 before
type- Oerne- r
tp m.. 415- 4325 -after moving, must
Asking 149.500
Call
SP m
Spann Really Assoc
75.3 7724

Ca le sew Sully
ots

u.Laster Salt

16. Homesfor Sale

retires. 1104 Perm,
Burley Pounc1999 for 13
crop 753011174
Blarray. 759•1423
Wanted Burley pound
Joyce Noel's Tax Ser
age for '13 crop
7W-91111. Call anytime, VICO. Prices Start at
17.50 ter Short forms No
will pay gOing price.
Waiting - copies made
the SINN and ready 10
ail. 419 24413
Like new baby bed with
der your little girl's
excellent 117 coil mat
ailor Made Easter
tress
Excellent buy.
Cell 753 0634 before $ dress today-. For more
Information, call 759
PM.
1206 between 5 and

Offiee desk aid

hake Oft

'32. Apts. For Rent

Large upright- piano
Partly restored
$75
Call 753 1314

insides',

li. Home Furnishings

Happy 95th Birthday,
Granny,

Ms*

Wan! to rent Home w tr,
barn and pasture lor
horses Can 759 1731
Want to rent, T *o
n
bedroom home
Murray With fenced
yard 354 1516

21 Musical

Sleepy Hollow Infant
Daycare Center is now
taking applications for
iim'ited full time
For more
openings
information 753 0364
Mon Fri. before Sp m

1100 Reikard for the
return -.of a white gold
diamond ring '753 1955

753-4751

•

CENTER

4

Ono rock of
selected shirts mod
*lists. Reduced
to
Hrs. 9-9 Doily
1-6 Sondem

k I teal %Alit.
BENEFITS: Intensive Care,
Semi-Private
Room. Surgical,
Diagnostic Exams & X-rays,
Ambulance, Out
Patient Surgery.
Sseil Ti. Maw And
Address Fee MIN.
famedime Ti or CA:
Ha OVUM,
NOWA AUNT
P.O. Ilex 751
Money, By.
. 42,71
Name
Address

1010100t Pim

lasereace &
Reed Istate

751•44S1
Wareham'
Stereos Same
Per Rom

1949 IN Ford Tractor
Completely overhauled
51.500 474 8091
19110 .345 44F Diesel
Tractor. less than )00
Tunics, wheel
nOurs.
diSc. 165 bushel gravity
weapon w I ton running
gear. 1240 John Deere
planter. 7 row John
Deere planter. 7 rows
Ford rotary hoe, la.
t Handler corn
a
HP elec
elevator w
C•ii
tric motor
753 4056
Farm all Cub Tractor
with belly mower and
A 1 condi
cultivator
tion
753 3900 before
753 5702 after
SP m

Vernons
Western
Store

Shoes.
Sale weds Pea. 28*.

It

en

N.Farm Equipment

SALE
vim met.

City.
State

in

10 YAMAHA. 250
Exciter I
3000 miles
extra clean. ac
cessoriel, 75 MPG 5575
753 6341
52 YAMAHA
750
MAXIM
3100 miles
accessories, extra
clean $2100 753 6341

Mennen

SWUM,Ceart Se
*miry, **sticky

1111111=IIMMIMMIII

lefalin411449

•

•

those

Punk=

TIIIIIIIE 751 tel

121•60 trailer. IV) MINIS
IRA teeth Of Murray.
Call after 4:30 p.m.
TS3-4512.
*12 or 3 SC. AWAY
tornl$ld, natural INS
or electric heat, Shed,
Oaks. 753-530*.
Twe bedroom trailer,
E ast of Town. Call
/119 2763.
Two bedroom hOUtla on
S. 11th Street
Call
•;763.

Apse/ate/met,
few veer ceerresiesice
tell time ills
essecistes ewes'
obsess.

Ims McCarty /53gnu Katy 75S MI
laps Wore rubs
amlbws i53-14

Tb1 rnu,inq soason is lust around
till. cor r11 yet your 1110iwo. (11
Ser viced now at

Si Services Offered

47 Motorcycles

43 Real Estate

Rustic living at 'e re
asonable price
Log
home has been partially
finished Save money by
completing it yourself
Priced at only 111.000
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1272
SOMEPLACE
SPECIAL This home
reflects the love that
lives there This home is
a rely charmer one
you would be proud to
write -home to mom
So spacious
about
airy
light
So
So
Dramatic family room
with an abundance of
built int and is wood
burning fireplace Just
now On the market at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors /S3- 1497
The entry says
"welcome" and the
kitchen is expertly
planned for efficiency
and easy care tile
floors in k ittc hen and
Playroom give the
yet you
modern touch
will find MIS a Warm
and inviting home A
bright, airy basement
with plenty of room for
your favorite hobbies
Each of the three
bedrooms has *elk in
closets ' There's space
galore for children's
backyard play
Now
reduced by 15,000 Let
Century 21 Show YOU
now by dialing. 753 1492
Three bedrOOM 2 bath
brick home on 1'1 acre
101 in pool* location Has
heat pump and wood
burning stove
Heated
and paneled workshop
Only $41.500. Call Spann
Realty Assoc 753 7724
To make this house
complete it needs •
loving resident? Two or
three begroom, car
041110 livlAg room, new
roof
Fruit trees
Located near hospital
and school at 501 South
7th Lbw Ws Roberts
Realty CA.. 753 1651

For all your batter,
Lawn Mower
needs
Exchange car
525 00
batterYS boats and
trolling motors
Alm° Heights Battery
753 093S
import Auto Savage
Datsun
Toyota
V V*
Fiat Opal Subaru new
and use° parts and
repair 474 3325

,

I

BARR'S CARPET
CLEANING
only 06 a severe loot
for *weal cleaning.
free Estimates.
759.1913
A Po. ANCE St R
..CE
Kenmore
westirighous'e
21 . years
exper,ence
Parts and
Service
Bobby Hopper
Bob 5 Appriance Se'
207 S
5th St
/53 4572
75) 8 8 8 6
home!

Aoirl000l

c.vi vice

19. USed Cars
1966 Camaro Super
StiOrt special car 17
uoo f.rm 759 1716
1969 Pontiac Catalina 4
or
runs great clean
interior 5425 117 4999

Appliance service
Washer
dryers
freezer. refrigerator
etectric heat
and
rowave All brands
se,„c ed 799 1372_
Alualinuen end Vinyl
tang end Mewl
rife for MI heasis
stops painting.
Jed Geyer

1970 Cedilla: Coupe
753 1173
Deville extra clean
original spare 753 7573
,ete
bloc.
b.
1973 Chevrolet Impala
350 engine air 4 dr
OaSementS
lour)
01 44. *8 5 1,
CIIII ,OnS
ood
patios and
9731.117
;1-116
1
9 U0
2576- iciw sidewalks
ree es
rat ellen, khimne v r,
rn , leag e
coodition $1,195 Phone tieridles (di, `SI
Flicie•ien. lid rooter
753 6715 will
WS Mercury Marquis tree estimates
turnr•pre material snit
Wagon 75) 174
tabor for SW a Square or
1971 Olds Cutlass. WW1 do the
fAbOr for 57 a
condition
AM FM
P
,
square
track stereo tape- deck
Autry. 759 941a
i Call after 5 P m
759
4%9
1977 voisswagen Bug
actual 39 000 miles
00<ly and motor good
lOaditiOn 52 500 Honey,
fully
Bug Cab Over
equioted 11
It long
Need s second
Call
Camper SI 500
opinion? Buildup
Charles E
Slater 436
279$
Residential.
Sr
197$ Ford Fietis
lacel references.
Sport 4&000. sun roof
Noult Outiend,
rs
eic(*nen,
759-1711
Of 753
6061
1076.
ioe.
1975 Mlbo C i3tti
mileage
good rondo
lion Call 753 1772
`iiTIMA71 1, on
19/9 Chevy, 9 Passenger '
1 WE 1
dr ir --rrn
'Srat,ctri Wagon -p s
nt nu Anil writ pu m t,
VI
at,
pb
condition 753 9312
needs
ii, ense•I
713 00V:or 'St 9673
1975. Grand Prix L
HOMI
I top V I Console good
14 1 If A ;,
w
is years r.
condition Call 419 2/02
Carpentry
1911 Toyota Starlet, S Per en P
plumb rng
speed
AM
FM ( on,. Fete
slisoing
NO.
root ng
-Stereo Cassette' Player
Air conditioning, 1913 10 SMALL free
Ddys 753
averages over 40 miles •StimdteS
per gallon Mint :condi 49111. n.urits 474 1276
lion 11,400 Phone 759
Harmon and Malone
9400, days or 753040* Complete remodeling
evenings
trOm ground to roof tap
CARS sell for $11795, Free est.maten
average
Also Jeep's. 15)-545)
Pickups
Available at
lot al Govt Auctions
For Directory tall .13S
687 6000 E lit 1195
refundable
Four car's and live
Two 4
pickup trucks
wheel drives and three
All
standard drives
night. Cell
Chevrolets and
gono
Cali 436 7427

Licensed electrician tor
resioential and corn
Ter( tel
Ht111.111) and
a a c ond ,t.on
gas in
staLiation and repair
Phone 753 7203
Mower Shop Open 715 S
Ith -16 yrs exper.ence
753 7400
Need upholstery work
done.' 8..1 s UphOIStery
Will be rraPPY TO serve
you We do custom
van and truck interior%
Sunroofs van windows
vinyl end convertible
tops Tractor seals ano
farpes
all saes and
Also furniture
shapes
upholstery
F ree es
timates slot) by 114 s
13th St or call 753 1015

car

Need work on r.our
frees' Topping
prun
mg shaping complete
removal and more (Ali
B OvEP S TREE
for Pro
'
,EIRSICE
less onal t•ee ;are
'S3 0338
_
pr
n g
P a
Paperhanging
I Nero,
Commer,at
kterior
ites,dential
20 years
reteren, es
tree es
rn
e
r r” n
Farr s 759 1917

PAINTING
IN 1 itiOR .
TE.111OR
PditttlINti
Al i PAPt
"
-

Immusemmemmemer
ROOF
PROBLEMS?

Cd

good

can

all

50. Used Trucks
196/ Ford Pick up Short
wheel Oder 0000 (and'
IcOn
001 2 4 7 $60.5
Pur year Tenn
1971 Chevrolet Botianta_
454. pl. Pb
air
AM FM radio, excellent
shape 15)0437 Or 793

an -e'er

I

Will clean houses
end/or will sit
with elderly
person, day or
7533212 ask for Mary
anytime between
7:00 9.mA p.m.

753-3716
753-5292
kemodel,ng
red.i,os
additions
Years e•
Perienc ed
Refer en,es
753.0400
ire Wood
1.ree tr•trl
ming and removing
hedges and. shrubs
F-ri-p
esti rn
fe
SI'd
Tree *or. Topping or
tine
ornpiete rernoy
rree
ffaie
pr e sr.
uht 1lY 4:13
WIT /1451 MIN t'
mike wet baser+,enTt.
ompIrtelv
d• r
Aw
C,,il Of
gulf driteeit
wr,te - Morgan
t on 1,0 We 2 Bo.
409 A
Paclu.
Pi, if
4,7001 Of call 1 447 /076
All 00 hatoysittlng for
reasonable Pr., r
1011
rvortr, 16th - conra,-,
AAA.,
do- plumbing • -heat
rirDentrY Painting
'ng
It'd rooting (all i'sj
7:11

coo'

stro,

/.

haul

Itrtir
rip rap and
mason/or y sand
oal
Call Layton ttutSon
7%) 454%

C1151011 111111.0111‘
& PEMODEIING
Call Bed Itesplierry
492 IISO

1979 Chevy Van. red. 250
V6 Call 436 7638
Si.

Corn pont

Campli

Buy Factory Direci
Lightweight
fiberglass
Stamp 13' 4 le travel
trailers IL new 19' 5th
wneel Call now toll free
SOO 346 4962 for free
brochure and save!

Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum & Steel
SO Yr. Warranty
Overhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel IL Aluminum

52. Boats•Motors
17' Hyde Sport Bass
boat, 1977 model
115
Cali
Mercury motor
1596

Standing Seam Steel Roof

153
53 SefViCeS Offered

Aluminum Storm Windows/Doors
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 759-1600
DAY/NIGHT

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
42-4192
435-4348

'7 1..tr,
_..a
•• ; i
CARPET CLEANING,
d ... A ./i
,-711.
.Zp4(1 ''.
44 411t1,,.I.
.‘11 ZVI'I :f,
Free Estimates
Ir-11...
.
4 ?..--I't- -Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning , .
6/,0t 01 ..g •I'm
l g
(Upholstery Cleaning I
6%
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Roses Neve Arrivesil
793 UV
Aselees $1.99 10/$111.110

O.Molorcycles
1910 Yamaha 400
Special 11, windshield.
sliding back rest with
rack. 111,100 1971 Honda
ISO. now paint. craett
bet,1300. 75341411

it

*Strewterry Meets
Asperegras

*lambert
itt Bloeberries

tr

Menden IPoceborries * keit Trees
*Utak
*Peon Trees
*Dogwoods
kaeasse Maples
Rained Ties
Ceacrett 1114 lefts
Neseplog Baskets 53.99.55.99

r

MURRAY HOME &
AUTO

53. Services Offered

(liondreds Ti Cheese Pram)
Goss 7 Deyi till -782-3486

ATARI

Woo CorOotE 4CARTS
zoo CARTS
&inttkirotelustc..
SCOW%TARS•STERE0

HUTCHINS FLAN MON
UM HONES
I 4 es0
, 001.
4 44,
%PI ‘
•I
'

II/ GP.
17

maid Oa Min MN•iwat
Itio two mud d Odd UN
Ila 1. Owl p wsaw two
IR I alb

•

-•

PAM'. 14 THE. WI RR 41.Kt.. LEDGER & TINIF.s. Tarsal .F

22.1163

Lenten service Wednesday
Miss Underhill's rites planned
Services for Miss
Nicole Underhill will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. in the
of J.H. Churchill

Friends may call at the
funeral home from 7 to 10
p.m. on Wednesday.
Miss Underhill, 12. Rt
3. died Sunday at 12 38
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was
a student at Calloway
Middle School
She is survived by her'
father. Shelby Undertull
and wife, Penny. Rt. 3.
her mother, Mrs
Virginia Underhill.
Chicago.
her grandparents. the Rev IJoyd
Underhill and the Rev
Myrtle Underhill. lit 3,
and Mrs Christine S Hoffman, Illinois

ni..

Nicole Underhill
Funeral Home The Rev
William }Salentine and
the Rev Elijah Balentine
will officiate
Burial will follow in the
Hint:rove Cemetery'

Mr. Reaves' funeral today
Services for Audrey
Reaves are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral Home
The Rev. Mark Thomas
MeCallon is officiating
Mrs. Oneida White is
organist and soloist
Pallbearers are Jackie
Butterworth, Michael
Keel. James Boyd Hardrig. David Waldrop. Jack
'Windsor and Jesse
Anderson
Burial will
follow in Story's Chapel
Cemeter)
Mr Reaves. 87, Rt
Hazel, died Sunday at
3.40 a.m. at MurrayCallow ay t•ounty
Hospital His wife, Mrs
Beulah Story Reaves.
died March 21, 1980
• He is survived 1.)) two
sons, Arco Reaves,
Evansville Ind • - and
Glindel Reaves, Ormond
Beach, Ha One sister.
Mrs Hontas Bolyard.
Royal-Oak. Mich : five
grandchildren, four
great-grandchilltren.

Underwood
rites today

Miss Bagwell's Funeral today
services today for Mrs. Hargis
Graveside rites for
Miss Myra B Bagwell
were today at 11 am.at
Murray City Cemetery.
Dr Walter F. Mischke,
Jr., officiated
„LH Churchill Funeral
Home was in charge of
the arrangements
Miss Bagwell, 76, Chattanooga. Tenn
died
Saturday at Park Ridge
Hospital there
- She was a retired
school teacher for the
Chattanooga School
System She also was a
former teacher at Murray High School Korn in
Calloway County she was
the daughter of the late
Clyde Bagwell and Eliza
Guthrie Bagwell
Survivors - are two
sisters, Mrs Mamie
Dent. ('harleston, III ,
and Miss Sue Bagwell,
Bowlingdale, Wash . two
brothers, Clyde Bagwell.
Kerriville. Texas. and
Harlen Bagwell,
Puryear. Tenn

- The funeral for Mrs
Lucille Hargis is today at
2 p.m. ui the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Lake Riley is officiating. Hoyt Cleaver.
Jr., is directing the song
service.
Grandsons are serving
as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery..
Mrs. Hargis. 79, Rt 3.
died Sunday at 2 a.m. at
Cedar Crest Senior
Citizens Home. Possum
Trot Her husband. Arthur Hargis. died Dec 5.
1969
She is survived by six
daughters. Mrs. Patricia
Cherry. Mrs. Mary Lou
Morris. Mrs. Geneva
Nicholson, Mrs. Treys
Falwell. Mrs. Jane
Holden and Mrs. Ann
Cameron; four sons,
Bud. Russell. Wells and
.Ronald Hargis; brother.
WP t Ihth ) Russell; 32
grandchildren; 36 greatgrandchildren.

Livestock market
gefil

PURDOM'S VALUE RATED
USED CARS

Each Friday during the
Lenten mama the Stations of the Cross. Communion and boned/ewe
of the Most Blessed
Sacrament will be at 7
p.m. at St. Leo's.

11S3 Olds Cutlass Calais Coupe electrician root.
fully equipped. local

4.

GO

455-in

41711`.: .41/ Mg!

RfliPOVOl
0. ,, •0,0e95
90 :

uS

4,

-2 NI
44'4 • •
Ths
„ ,
67
154. - 1 4
404 •'•
15.'m -14
411.
62 * '4
.32'/ -'
34 .54
7 -tii
29.

Gulf oil
B SI
( Penne)
Jenco
Johnson & Johnson
K mart
Mary Ka) Como
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U S Tubas-co
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
C.EY. Yield

4111 ,
...441

4714

MORRIS BILBREY REPRESENTING

144

FIRST
OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
0.‘f 40€4fR NI* YORK STOCK 1 X04ANGE 414IMBIR

1177 Ford LTD 2 door
1171101d. Cutlass 4 door
1173 Chevrolet Malibu 2 door
1966 Pontiac Tempest 4 door.
CHECK WITH US FIRST FOR THE BEST
LOCAL USED CARS IN TOWN.
See lka Safer, lob Sisk.
& Wells Peril•sa, k.

P
R
DOM
NI
0

MOTORS :NC

0

I 106 W. .1 41•1•.• 7%1

III 0
D

':

1
DallM•001MW4 34•••4144240=114/104

16, 6:30 P.M.

11 946

P

CI•swter Lbs. 14 Lb. Bei

otties

WM% Pere Wee

tround Beef ...
Jowl

9
$1 2

1

.99'

Sides of Choice Beef
Guarantuci Tender
Ile ammo For Corot., WriPtafl
L Frosting

TKIM AT GATI $S.00
GIMP RATES $400
GOMM UNDER 6 MEE
TO 041D11 TKIETS - SEND SELF • ADOIESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO

-t4

1177 Pontiac Gran Prix

1114% Pere Crewed 11••1

Will NIA 1ST FOS LOCAL TIVal
$0011 Shoo
Ptill NNW T IS i5$\
SOO 4 rum

•

1977 Pontiac Tempest 4 door.

Half-Whole-Or Center Slice

SPECIAL

at
18'11/5 1814A
146
151%

1977 GMC Jimmy 4 wheel drive.

Get Your Easter Dinner
Aged Country Ham

0... Milo Nut •4 ilor•fly O• Collor Ism fowl
Lehi ley Si Poo Chess
11•11 So
•I In Ste% Inscliy P.1.,, AsioneWiim Ti
Compote AI P.1.., Oast C•4••17
In Stale Ivies
CLAWS
SI100 111 Sop*: Pea
S 8110 lb 1/1•41thwl
$7500 Sep*, Shia
•111*
11•411141
P1111610.011011Al TO thi
STATI1101,111111INTS

32'. -I'.
99'. •
54 unc
261.11 2614A
unc
• I.,
-1 4
631 4
36 unc
457. • 's
30's -1k.
25 •• 4

Mt Mercury Station Wagon one owner.
1177 Cadillac Sedan DoVIllo. Local.

LICILUIS
FOOD
CAM
that will get all you bunnies hopping

VP

• fie •.0,,,wd

Weigh-In kyles At 2:30 P.M.
TO BE WELD AT WEST KENTUCKY LIVESTOCK
SNOW AND EXPOSITION CENTER

Stock market

1r79 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz loaded, local.

ILK STUMP

Indoor Sanctioned
4 WHEEL DRIVE
TRUCK PULL

klk: UK,

1150 Cherotte.2 door, local.

Hog market

4th Annual

Ikok

1910 Olds Delta Royal 4 door, sedan.
equipped, one owner,local car.

The Rev. Ptskula said
confessions will betelore
and after the Friday services.

Alpha Gamma Rho

"Vahan.

1181 Pontiac T1000 2 door, air condition, one
owner
1910 Pontiac Phoenix 2 door, one owner,local.
1990 Old.Cutlass Brougham Coupe

ARLINGTON. Va. hardest, where there will
tAP) - With some 10 be the lowest percentage
million Amencans now of rehiring, Cetron
unemployed. "1.2 million reports, are such inof them would never get dustries as steel,
their old Jobs back if the automobile, textiles. rubrecession were over ber and railroads.
tomorrow." estimates
One solution, Cetron
Dr Marvin Cetron, presisays, is "to retrain
dent of Forecasting Inter-unemployed workers now
national. here.
for OM of the future, with
The industries hit the
modern computer
assisted training - programs such as those proVokr•i State Martel •••• Urn.,
vided by Control Data's
P•Ordr, II 110
Pweltior AU**
Ide444
system or the
PLATO
Illeport ler 1414.11 I NOall WOMB
military "
Idropts 4r1 NI kat 1111 Menai
alto
Sows,4a.4 III b••••
Examples of tomort.s; :NM Its
1.411•
am 71.44
row's lobs. Cetron says,
04 111,41
are robotic technicians,
O1 11041
CAD-CAM ( computer
aided design and computer aided manufacturing) technicians, and
emergency medical
technicians

1111:11 kii

WOODMEN BLDG MURRAY7 5 3 9176
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS

Air Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Teleplisaie
(lir)slur
Dupont
Ford
G AF
1;etieral Dynamics
General Motors
( a eneral
Goodrich
Goodyear..

T Wednesday service
will include mass with
sermon and confessions
before and after the
mass.

Americans need new training

Final rites for Mrs.
Opal Underwood-were today at IQ a.m at the First
United Methodist Church.
Jackson. Tenn r where
she was a member The
Rev. Ken Burnett and Dr
Jack Hinton officiated
Pallbearers are Ron.
Don, Wally, Lloyd, Jim
and John 14 Underwood
Burial was in Maplewood
...owe I-11114Mb Wm *WYa 1 Ma
1:01A
Al'
1..1 1.0.11 II K.
Cemetery, Paris. Tenn .
AS Ito 34 WA a ii 2313 NO .t• 'A•
erlat.aterf ".'v's •/MraMea
14
*- 3755 NI Its 12*135
:
arm! hellet• Na4
with -graveside rites at. I • .VS
bowI
2 %NM Ito a *s aNO
and baba
•6-i. tatted al•,,,ghlet
p.m.
NO No 31•
37 1111 ORIN Os *111
Araalt 6.4,114.6 a/trs aral tea/oars
0041110
WM• 14144113
Mrs. Underwood. 86, nal in..t briarl feeders fuil. Wood) 5.)N.3.10
34 IN trottiem and eel WA 443
loaf at4 qua:411 .0 ale.
153 Fairmont. Jackson, •10
14. 4.311148 a is.
SO ft• •••
1
illie4914.el Are+, ea.! aror1
5'
Tenn died Sunday at the 1314 1110 Ito WM OD si.1111 2, 11110 45%hem
••41•4454
-1 abanalIblaf
Jackson-Madison County' .3., lba 43. Sla 40 lta
1: 71,07 PS • ain
Hospital there She was !Tar, :al more 1 !/•73.45•
An English assault was
4 ID
Kett dimmed SS •.42•
married April 28, 1918, to !•03,
repulsed
by French
34 3 antra anal • tale/
13
the Rev. J K Underwood undar •1 Its 11 SO 14 A .i.e]], •rarsr•r forces in an attack on
who died June 29, 196(1
Quebec in 1690
.ba
s.a..C991e, buill grade, :
Born Nov 18. 1896. at US.. 12 OD 1141 :241 It.. U '11' '1 ,n•-•
Lc ea 17 OS40 IS
P... IX.*VD
Hazel. she was the
Irtr.rt• no•tital. frame : Ire
a.....
CI
•
3
SOS AA Ira el SI
•A
slaughter of the late W 1)
5' 41.A
Ab.1AD
SOO III
I IX
Kelly and Oda Paschall
A ,1.44•
4.44 4
41.51
A•43
!attr•..-1
!,1
Mb
Kelly
Mrs trnderwood is sur- /r..• .1 a,, '••rto : 00: 1,a i,As So's
4.4.• 403.
a .1 IA a•5. ! 1.14
vived by one daughter.
1,.
0044
Mrs Lloyd
Imogene 'SA 54 'a45 3. AL."
'• art., !
e.
'At 'a I. in• 14 A 5••
Warner, Brent wood. II ..t•
:ts: .1.0 4 LaLi 41 A, 5.:5.-rn
Tenn . one son, Or Water ,14:
1944•1" ,fla
r
M.
igbiat ta A 0046 113
A'r Underwood, Houston,
106
7-1/ 4. !ter! walla fat
Texas, one sister. Mrs
Annald frau. • :OS
3.2 16. A 30
Olga Freeman, 11447f*
1.104:4 :fin •Oa
..• 4%00
five grandchildren, five
great-'grandchildren
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MORRIS BILBREY
Industrial A% rrage

Special services et the
Lenten Season are
scheduled at St. Lao's
Catholic Church. according to the Rev. Louis
F. Pisktlia, minister.
The Rev. Robert Car- roll Wheatley will be the
guest celebrant and
homilist for the serviee
on Wednesday. Feb. 23. at
7 p.m.
He is teacher and head
of Religion Department
at St. Mary's High School
In Paducah. He has been
a priest since 1775

22S-300 lb. am $1

29
lb.

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSOM HAM CO.

*Wes Gomm lb•
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Flwsiber 1•Sionarlie• Ca•Sort Inca he Carnets*

7$3-1661
We Accept hod
1cm.-Fpet.111161.--fri.
191 N. Ird St.
Steeps
7 sec -1 2 pet. Set.
Only federal Inspected Meat Market In Murroy ••
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Expires 2-2743641 N.Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun.Noon-6

•

•

'For 13 Years West KO Seafood Specialist

Every Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday

-

FRIED SHRIMP SPECIAL
•

COVER GIRL SPECIALS

Mini Gulf Coast Shrimp ( A Plate Full) Fried To A Golden Brown Serv
ed With Mouth Watering Hushpuppies Creamy Cole Slow and
! Clam. of Potato

$399

Seven Seas Fabulous
Friday Night
•

SEAFOOD BUFFET
Served from S Till F
Snow Crab Clusters
Fresh Fried Oysters
Gulf Coast Shrimp
Boiled Gulf Shrimp
Seven Seas fish
Scrumptious Onion Rings
Fried Ohro

Tender Frog legs
Oysters on Half Shell
d Whitefish
Fried Cam Strips
Delirious Huvhpupples

Only S998

OH Control
Make-Up
*Assorted

Regular Menu Served From
Open 4 p m Mon Sot
Highway 64 I North

1.97 1.76

Potato loco
Fabulous Salad Bar

shade8

'Your choice

p.m. on Friday
7 5 3 4111
Murray KY

Brush-On
Blush

Professional
Mascara

•Assorled S-hades
•Your choice

'Assorted shades
'Your choice

•
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